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Links Induct New
Members

ST. PETERSBURG, ELORIDA

Morris W. Milton, A Man And
Legacy Honored

Cheryl Johnson-Tindall, Vonda Colquitt, Kanika Tomalin

On June 1, 2007, the St.
Petersburg Chapter of The
Links, Incorporated added new
links to their chain of friendship
and service.
The Links,
Incorporated is an International
Service Organization with over
275 chapters in the United
States, Germany, the Bahamas
and South Africa,
This year the chapter
inducted new members; retired
Social Services Administrator
Cheryl
Johnson-Tindall,
Pharmacist Vonda Colquitt and
Hospital Administrator Kanika
Tomalin. These ladies are well
known for their untiring service
in their individual professions
and in this community. Each
brings her own knowledge and

expertise to enhance the
chapter’s effopts to provide
quality, life changing projects
and programs to St, Petersburg
communities.
The
induction ceremony
was held at the Carter G.
Woodson African-American
Museum,
surrounded
by
memorabilia of a by-gone era
featuring the Tuskegee Airmen
Exhibit. This was the perfect
atmosphere in which to
welcome the new Links who
have agreed to “serve those
who need our aid” in this
community.
The
Links
welcome them and look
forward to working with them.

FAMU Alumni Plan
Scholarship Gala
St. Petersbug - The St.
Petersburg Chapter of Florida
A & M University (FAMU)
National Alumni Association
will host its first gala event on
Saturday, August 25 from 7
p.m. until 11 p.m. at the St.
Petersburg Country Club, 2000
Country Club Way South. The
fundraiser will increase scholarship
opportunities for local youth
interested in attending college

at FA MET. For more than 25
years, the local Alumni
Association has supported the
university through recruitment
efforts and many fundraising
events that provide students
with financial assistance with
books and summer band camp
registration. For more information,
visit; www.stpeterattlers.com or
call 727-410-3294.
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Dorothy Milton, wife of Attorney Morris Milton
NAACP, “Milton took a liking to me and worked with me and
encouraged me as I advanced in the ranks at the NAACP. I was
impressed by the way he did business and how he commanded
There was ah entourage of politicians and civil servants present respect from all he encountered. I admired his style,” said Haynes.
at the renaming of the 16th Street post office on Tuesday, including
Milton’s style was contentious to some and refreshing to others.
county commissioner Ken Welch, Rep. Frank Peterman, Mayor Back in the early 70’s he took on the post office for their
Rick Baker and a host of others, but the person who spoke most discriminatory behavior toward minorities. Many black postal
eloquently and reverently about the late Atty. Morris W. Milton, for workers complained of how few black workers were being allowed
whom the post office is renamed, was his mentor, friend, and to work out front in the post office or for being passed over for
impassioned admirer, Watson Haynes. Haynes spoke each word promotions. The discrimination practices that postal workers
with dignity and clarity as he educated the crowd about the life of complained about were felt in many Other segments of the
Atty. Milton, one of the most dedicated and courageous attorneys in community. Other blacks in the community complained that very
St. Petersburg, Florida. “Many of us would not be in our current few blacks had been hired as police officers. Once again Milton
positions had it not been for the tenacity of Morris Milton who stepped up and became the voice for the community he loved.
would not give up even when everyone around him told him taking Watson Haynes reflected on that point, “Today we have a Deputy
on the school board, police department or city hall would be a losing Mayor who was St. Petersburg’s first African American Chief of
b^ttl^,”,^id Hayhes,-.',
Pohce and I can’t help but think had it not been for Morris Milton
Haynes said he was fresh out of high school in 1970, standing up and exposing injustices, maybe Go Davis’ career and
volunteering as youth advisor at the National Association for the ' that of many other blacks
Advancement of Colored People, when he met Milton who had in the city might not have
.
recently become president of the St. Petersburg chapter of the been.”

By: Blanche L. Ganey
Special to the Challenger

MILTON

continued on pg. A4

Russwurm Winner Says Black Press Must
Unite To Demand Fair Share While
Striving For Excellence

Danny Bakewell

BY HAZEL TRICE EDNEY
NNPA EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
WASHINGTON (NNPA) A respect for the pioneers of the
Black Press, an unapologetic
commitment to the cause of
justice, and a resolve to not
accept less than its own fair

share.
That is how Los Angeles
Sentinel
Publisher Danny
Bakewell says his paper won
this year's General Excellence
and John B. Russwurm awards
in the annual NNPA Merit
Awards competition at the
organization's
annual
Convention in Seattle.
Still reeling from the news
of the awards a month later,
Bakewell talked candidly with
the NNPA News Service about
excellence in the Black Press.
“First of all, I believe it all
has to come from a foundation
of being accountable to our
people and feeling a passion for

that accountability and a respect
for’ those who have labored so
hard in the path to establish the
Black Press. You have to respect
the Black Press, you have to
believe in the Black Press,” he
says. “And more importantly,
you have to be unapologetic
about heading up Black Press
institutions...Our perspective is
very different from other
people’s.
Now, you can go around
moping like ‘Well, am I
objective?’ Well, I’m objective
from a Black perspective.”
Apparently
it
works.
Bakewell and his staff won eight
NNPA Merit Awards, including

the Coveted Russwurm. Named
for Black Press founder John B.
Russurm, it goes to the paper
that wins the most awards in the
competition.
“[It is] the highest award
that a newspaper can be given,”
says Robert W. Bogle, publisher
of the Philadelphia Tribune in a
Sentinel article.
Bogle has known the pride
that Blackwell now feels. This is
the first time in 11 years that the
Russwurm has not gone to either
the Tribune or the St. Louis
American, published by Donald
M. Suggs.

RUSSWURM
continued on pg. A7
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• A knowledge of history brings a feeling of fellowship that runs through the ages - be it a territory, a village, a district, or a nation.
• To live without history is likened to living without a form of memory.
• To be without history is to live without roots or a past, with the present having no real foundation, and very little meaning for the future.

• To know the events of our past (can help us) to know what future events can be.
• The Weekly Challenger is committed to featuring articles of all ethnic cultures for the reading enjoyment of both the young and old generations.
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Bringing Children Back To The SCHIP
Reauthorization Debate
BY. U. S. REP. CHARLES RANGEL (D-N.Y.)
NNPA GUEST COMMENTARY

Last week the U.S. House of Representatives
Itook a vital step toward ensuring the future health of
America by approving the Children’s Health and
Medicare Protection Act of 2007, one of the most
important bills to be considered by Congress this
I year.
This measure is an important first step not just toward providing
insurance coverage for 11 million children, but also on behalf of
America’s seniors and people with disabilities because of the important
investments this bill makes to improve and strengthen Medicare.
The CHAMP Act is the product of months of intensive hearings by the
Ways and Means Committee that restored dignity to the process of how
We draft legislation here. We have crafted, and the House has approved, a
good bill that makes important investments in healthcare for both the
“Greatest Generation” and the next generation.
But our work is far from Over.
President George W. Bush has chosen to play politics with the health
of America’s children by threatening to veto our legislation. Hopefully,
this is only a momentary departure from reason and compassion.
During his reelection campaign in 2004 the President said he was
committed to giving America's children a healthy start in life.’
We should not attempt to Use children as political pawns. Providing
insurance coverage for the nation’s children is good health policy and I
hope the President will look at it as good national policy as well. If the
President delivers on,his veto threat then we would have failed our nation's
children; a disgraceful legacy for our nation.
Providing health insurance coverage to children is cheaper than
providing it to any other group of people yet much of the controversy

concerning SCHIP reauthorization is about how we plan to finance the
program. It is interestingly hypocritical that the United States spends more
than any other industrialized nation on health care but cannot find the
funds to cover children, the least expensive and most vulnerable
population in our nation. How is it that we can spend so much money on
health care but cannot make room in our national budget for SCHIP? How
can members of Congress and President Bush justify their opposition to
SCHIP?
As we move forward, it is important not to lose sight of the children
who will be affected by this legislation: twenty percent of all uninsured
Americans are children, and over half of them are racial minorities or lowincome.
Health disparities in general are a disgrace to this nation; but
disparities among children are particularly appalling. The reauthorization
of SCHIP will have a significant impact on disparities among children
now, and has the potential to reduce heal Hi disparities among adults in the
future.
Simply reauthorizing SCHIP, however, does not solve all of our
problems: the current program has failed to enroll all eligible children.
The advent of SCHIP and state expansions of Medicaid have increased
insurance coverage for low-income citizen children but have neglected to
cover many low-income, legal immigrant children; perpetuating health
disparities that exist because of citizenship status. I want to make sure that
all children are enrolled. This is why I am an original cosponsor of the
Children's Health and Medicare Protection Act of 2007 (H.R. 3162), a bill
that proposes to strengthen our current SCHIP program.
While SCHIP reauthorizatiott is important, it is only part of a larger
goal to ensure that every child is insured. My colleagues who resist SCHIP
reauthorization do our nation's children a disservice. I urge my colleagues
to bring children to the center of our process to reauthorize SCHIP.
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Du Bois’ Physical Legacy In Ghana
BY. RON. WALTERS

But his work is still celebrated. In the last few years, Dr. David
Levering Lewis, the distinguished black scholar at New York University,
won two consecutive Pulitzer prizes for his two books ort the biography of
On my recent trip to Ghana, I visited the W. E. Dr. Du Bois, and Dr. Skip Gates of Harvard University’s African American
B. Du Bois Center in Accra, to lecture on the Studies Department pioneered his own version of the Encyclopedia and
importance of African unity in the 21s Century. I has advised the Du Bois Center. His work lives in the thinking and writing
was guided through the grounds by its new, hard of scholars all over the world.
working Director, Dr. Anne Adams, who recently
So, why have we not sufficiently supported theDu Bois Center which
retired from Cornell University. There, I saw one houses his legacy? Perhaps it is because his papers are at the University of
building on the grounds with a well kept Massachusetts and there is an air of satisfaction that his intellectual legacy
mausoleum that held Dr. Du Bois and his wife’s will be preserved there. Perhaps because there is little physical presence,
remains. In the small main building a minimal staff heroically conducted even though there is a magnificent statue at Fisk University.
programs, showing visitors to an equally small museum where Du Bois
Du Bois originally came to Ghana to assist its first President, Kwame
various university gowns are displayed. But I was horrified to see the small Nkrumah, further his vision of forging Pan Africanism among the newly
room where his books were kept in glass cases, that were not professional independent African states, and to work on the Encyclopedia Afrieana. He
bound or protected from the salt sea air.
lies in a compound in Ghana, a physical reminder of the persistent project
As I lectured in a nearby hall, the lights went out and we had to carry of Pan Africanism and the Government of Ghana graciously maintains that
on in the dark, with the U S. Ambassador, Dr. Pamela Bridgewater and commitment, even to funding a working group in Accra on the
other dignitaries in the audience. Afterward I learned there was an electric Encyclopedia. The programming that occurs in the Center is devoted to
power crisis in the Country and the Government was doing its best to keeping this concept alive through his legacy, but a great deal of the
distribute electricity to various sections of the City of Accra, rotating its responsibility for refurbishing the Center’s work falls on our shoulders.
Use every 12 hours. However, big institutions, such as the hotels, are not David Du Bois, the scholar’s stepson and son of his wife Shirley, who kept
affected by this because they have large generators, but the Du Bois Center support functioning for some time, recently passed in Cairo, Egypt.
does not own one. Of the thousands of Black Americans who recently
We should accept the responsibility to contribute financially to the
visited Ghana to celebrate its 50th anniversary, many whom I met there Center as a place where Africa and Black America and the rest of the
and elsewhere agreed that the legacy of Du Bois should receive far greater African Diaspora can meet on a consistent basis and continue the dialogue
support.
on how to further practical aspects of our common destiny.
With over 700 articles now and 15 years of writing, I have never given
So, I ask you to contribute generously, now, to the W. E. B. Du Bois
over this column to fundraising. But I want to plead for your financial Help Center. Make a check out to: The Phelps Stokes Fund. Memo line: W. E.
because there is no excuse for this situation to prevail with respect to the B. Du Bois Center. Send to: The Phelps Stokes Fund, 140© Eye St. NW,
physical legacy of the most celebrated black scholar in the 20th Century - Suite.750, Washington, DC 20005. (202) 371-9544 (ext 221). Thanks so
and one of the most important scholars of any race. In this country, there much.
are many organizations, schools and other institutions that are named after
Dr. Ron Walters is the Distinguished Leadership Scholar, Director of
Dr. Du Bois and among black scholars at least, there is genuine love of the the African American Leadership Center, Professor of Government and
man for and appreciation for his contribution to the intellectual richness of Politics, University of Maryland College Park. His latest books are: White
our history and culture. He died in Ghana on August 27, 1963, ironically Nationalism, Black Interests (Wayne State University Press); and Freedom
the day before the March on Washington was being held in Washington, Is Not Enough (Rowman and Littlefield)
DC. There the word circulated among the leaders that “the old man is
gone.”
NNPA COLUMNIST
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LOCAL NEWS
Six Local Financial Services
Firms “Spruce Up” Childs Park
The Financial Services Roundtable hosted its
sixth annual Community Build on August 4 where
more than 160 corporate and community
volunteers joined Everyone's Youth United and the
Childs Park Junior Rattlers to “Spruce Up” the
Childs Park neighborhood.
Volunteers painted the Childs Park Junior
Rattlers Sports, Complex concession stand and
completed minor interior and exterior repairs and
landscaping for both the sports complex and
Everyone’s Youth United's facility. Workers also
installed neighborhood signs and landscaping for
the Childs Park Neighborhood gateway area. They
returned the next Saturday to finish the renovation,
which was organized, by St. Petersburg
Neighborhood Housing Services, the city of St.
Petersburg, and Childs Park Weed and Seed
Steering Committee.
Each of the following Tampa Bay-area
Financial Services Roundtable member firms
contributed $5,000 and volunteer services:
AEGON USA Inc., BB&T, Raymond James
Financial, State Farm, SunTrust, and Wachovia.
Speakers Discussed,Community Impact:
“These renovations will be proudly
acknowledged by our kids and give them - and the
rest of Childs Park - a sense of pride,” said
Everyone's Youth United Founder and President
Eric Green. “This gets people excited and geared
up to make personal commitments to make it even
better!”
‘Improving the quality of life in Childs Park is
a major initiative underway in St. Petersburg,” said
Mayor Rick Baker. ‘Td like to thank the Financial
Services Roundtable for its
significant
contribution in terms of both resources and
personnel to work together for the future of Childs
Park. I'd also like to acknowledge the work of city
staff, St. Petersburg Weed and Seed,
Neighborhood Housing Services, the Childs Park
Neighborhood Association, residents and all of the
volunteers. We are very fortunate to have been
selected as one of the sites for this year's

Community Build Day, and we look forward to
more great things happening in the Childs Park
neighborhood.”
For Askia Muhammad Aquil, president and
CEO of St. Petersburg's Neighborhood Housing
Services, transforming the Childs Park
neighborhood complements the organization's
vision of creating neighborhoods of choice for
working families. “On behalf of the St. Pete NHS’ board, staff
and supporters, and as a 20-year resident of this
neighborhood, I am honored and delighted to be
involved with the Tampa Bay members of the
Financial Services Roundtable and all of the
partners who are lifting this neighborhood a bit
higher through their participation In the 2007
Community Build Day ‘Spruce Up Childs Par”
renovation projects,” Aquil stated.
Steve Bartlett, President and CEO of The
Financial Services Roundtable commented,
“Community Build Day is a snapshot of what our
companies accomplish 365 days a year to build our
communities. Roundtable Member companies are
competitors in the, marketplace, but this day shows
our cooperation in the community.”
More about Community Build. This is the
sixth anniversary of Community Build Day.
Nationally, 76 Roundtable member companies
have committed to a community project or home
build in more than 230 cities.
The Financial Services Roundtable represents
100 of the largest integrated financial services
companies providing banking, insurance, and
investment products and services to the American
consumer. Member companies participate through
the Chief Executive Officer and other senior
executives nominated by the CEO. Roundtable
member companies provide fuel for America's
economic engine, accounting directly for $65.8
trillion in managed assets, $1 trillion in revenue,
and 2.4 million jobs.
Updates of the Community Build Projects can
be found at www.fsround.org.

Scholarship Dollars At St.
Petersburg College To Increase
Nearly 50 Percent
The St. Petersburg College Foundation
announced on Wednesday, August 15, it will offer
nearly $1.4 million in scholarships during the
upcoming 2007-08 school year, almost a 50
percent increase over the previous year.
Approval of the $1,370,225 in scholarships
was approved by a vote of the Foundation’s
Finance and Investment Advisory Committee. Last
year, scholarships worth $728,143 were awarded.
“At a time when education budgets are

shrinking and enrollment opportunities at many
state-funded institutions are actually in decline, we
are delighted to be able to expand our scholarships
so significantly,” said Ken Cherven, chairman of
the Foundation Board of Directors of St.
Petersburg College, Inc.
Total scholarships awarded by the St.
Petersburg College Foundation since 1997 amount
to $4,548,680.

You love choices! With the latest shades,

anti-aging skin care and great gift ideas,

I can show you beautiful products suited
just for you. Call me today to find more ways

Dianne Speights
Independent Beauty Consultant
www. marykay. co m/dspe i ght s

•(727)866-6621
(727) 896-6556

Sf you’re 50 or older, talk to your doctor about getting tested for colon cancer.
For a free information packet on the different ways you can be tested .
call 1-800-ACS-234S at visit www.cancer.org/coion.

Are You Ready For The Next
Hurricane?
As forecasters keep a close watch on the
tropics, residents are urged to watch the weather
report at least once a day, inspect their hurricane
kits and finalize their hurricane preparedness
plans. Here are some hurricane safety tips that
can help you survive the storm:
Know your zone. If you do not know
your hurricane evacuation level, visit
www.pinellascounty.org/emergency, call (727)
453-3150 and enter your home phone number,
check your Pinellas County Utility bill or your
Truth in Millage notice coming from the Property
Appraiser’s office.
Citizens with special needs and those that

plan to utilize a pet shelter need to pre-register,
hpst home arrangements need to be completed,
and all plans put in place. See the complete guide at
www.pinellascounty.org/emergency/PDF/survive
-the-storm.pdf.
Sign up for the E-Lert newsletter and receive
live updates from the Emergency Operations Center at
www.pinellascounty.org/emergency/subscribe.htm.

Remember, the hurricane season is most
active from mid August through mid October,
with hurricane seasOn continuing until Nov. 30.
Surviving the Storm: It’s Everyone’s
Responsibility.

HCC Celebrates Dr. Sylvia Marion
Carley Retirement

being
a woman
to look good and feel great!

Take it from me. You can prevent colon cancer by getting
tested. They check your colon, and if they find a polyp, they
remove it before it becomes cancer.

<

Ybor City: Hillsborough Community College
(HCC) will celebrate the retirement of Dr. Sylvia
Marion Carley after 35 years of service to the
College. The celebration will be on Monday,
September 17,2007 on the Ybor City Campus.
Dr. Carley has served at HCC since 1972, is
currently the interim Campus President of the
Ybor City Campuis. She most recently served as
Vice President for Education and Student
Development, the chief academic and student
officer. During her tenure she has served as Dean
of Associate in Arts Programs and Director of
Special Services, Academic Affairs, Arts &
Sciences and Social Sciences and Business. Her
ten year teaching experience included instruction in
sociology, assisting in curriculum development and
mentoring students.
Dr. Carley received her Bachelor of Arts from
Bethune-Cookman College, Master’s degree from
Atlanta University and Doctorate in Sociology

from the University of Florida.
The Celebration on September 17, 2007 is from
2:00 to 4:00 PM in the Ybor Room at the Ybor
City Campus, The Campus is located at 2112 N.
15th Street in Ybor City.
Hillsborough Community College is
accredited by (he Commission on Colleges of the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
(1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 300334097, Telephone 404-679-4501) to award
associate degrees, diplomas, and certificates.
Hillsborough Community College serves
more than 40,000 students on campuses on Dale
Mabry Highway and in Ybor City, Plant City and
Brandon. HCC also serves students at learning
centers on MacDill Air Force Base and in Ruskin.
HCC was the recipient of the 2006 Association of
Community College Trustees (ACCT) Equity
award.

SUPPORT THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER
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in the Pinellas Opportunity Council, the Pinellas

MILTON

County Urban League and the Bethune-Cookman

continued from front page

Alumni Association.
The Morris Milton story is the one to be told

over and over again to young people of St.

Friends For Life
Gibbs Class Of 2007

Petersburg encouraging them to stand up for what

bond and our friendship flourished.

is right and to never give up; teaching them that

completing middle school we each selected a

the David and Goliath story is one that unfolded

choice high school because our educational

everyday when Milton, the David of his time took

pursuit was paramount. We proudly chose Gibbs

on many Goliaths in an effort to serve the

High School.

community. Milton responded to the injustices in

school’s Magnet Programs, Performance Arts and

the community and knew he couldn’t wait for

Business Technology Economic Academy.
During our senior year we spent a lot of time

someone else to do something.

He was that

someone.
Tuesday morning said, “Had it not been for Morris

Milton and his diligence toward civil rights I
probably would not be here today doing the things
Several of the elected officials

that I’ve done.”

Ken Welch, Earnest Williams

present

and

Arthenia Joyner nodded in concurrence with

Peterman’s sentiments.
The renaming of a post office takes an act

Milton’s family sat proudly down front as

of congress.

each person spoke of his courageous work. His
widow, Dorothy Milton along with their son

We all were accepted into the

together enjoying

Rep. Frank Peterman, the master of ceremony

Morris Milton

After

our

senior activities

competing in video tournaments.

LTO R: Romanis “Ro" Ezeoko (BETA) attending
Tennessee State University, Ricardo “Rico”
Copeland (BETA) attending Florida A&M
University, Bryant Lewis (PCCA) attending St.
Petersburg College, Jared Russ (BETA)
attending St. Petersburg College, Ishmael
Nash (PCCA) attending Valencia College

and

We wanted to

make our last year the most memorable year ever.
-Throughout our school years we were
fortunate to have many mentors. They were from

church, community and some parents.- They all
made a difference in out lives and we just want to

Thanks to all of you for your

say thanks.

encouragement and advice. We will someday give

it back to others that need it and pass the torch.

BY NELIDA COPELAND

Former U.S. Rep. Jim Davis

Our advice to young black males is to

answered the call of the community to introduce

We met in the sixth grade at Southside

Morris Jr. and daughter Nezzie, sat surrounded by

the bill, along with Congressman C. W. Bill Young

Fundamental Middle School. We attended the

friends and family, said she knew her husband

to designate the facility of the United States Postal

Rclub after school care program where we

Lastly, we may be going our separate ways

would be proud of the renaming of the post office

Service located at 1750 16th Street South in St.
Petersburg, Florida, as the “Morris W. Milton Post

discovered we had something in common, a strong

since graduation, but we will remain FRIENDS

love for video games.

FORLIFE....

and of all the kind things that were being said

Office.”

father and never got tired of doing what he could

politician who took the ball and ran to the finish

for others.”

line to make the renaming happen, "It is an honor
times

the

voiceless

for me to dedicate this post office in Milton's

Milton

that

name," said Castor. "This post office offers an

represented met with him behind closed doors

important service to my neighbors. This is a

afraid of the repercussions of going against the
system,

much-deserved recognition to a true leader of our

According to Haynes back in the 70’s

community." GershomFaulkner did a lot of the

black teachers were not being compensated at the

local leg work to aid in making the prestigious

rate of their white counterparts. Once again young

event happen.

Milton took on the giant that in the past had

post office in Midtown is one of the critical steps

He sat with the superintendent and talked about

completed in making St. Petersburg a seamless

the need for schools on the south side of St.

city. It is appropriate that a leader, sUch as Morris

Petersburg and as a result of those many hours of

Milton, be chosen by the residents of Midtown to

negotiations, schools were built even though

supposedly there was no money.

St. Petersburg Businesswomen
Present National Seminar For
Aspiring And Current Leaders
ST. PETERSBURG - Would you like to take a

Mayor Rick Baker said, "The addition of this

frightened and intimidated others into submission.

focused on your goals.

Rep. Kathy Castor is the current

fcbout him, “Morris was a loving husband and

Often

We developed a strong

surround yourself with positive people and stay

be honored in this way."

Rev. Bragg

leaders. Seminar presenters include:

giant leap on the path to success? If your answer

- NANCY HURLBERT, National Policy

is "Yes," you're invited to attend "Stepping Stones

Director at the U.S. Women's Chamber of

to Personal & Professional Success," a 2-day

Commerce

leadership seminar presented by members of
Business and Professional Women (BPWj/St.

Business & Professional Women/USA

Petersburg-Pinellas. BPW's primary focus is to

Marketing and Concierge Services for The Sharon

Watson Haynes, who is currently attending the
improve the professional, personal, economic and
Turner said it best when he said, “Morris Milton
Florida Theological Seminary, said he just wanted
educational outlook for working women.
was a miracle to this community.”
' people to know all the many things Milton did that
"Stepping Stones to Personal & Professional
Morris Milton, the young man from did not always make the papers. He said after he
Success"
is based on BPW/USA's Individual
Welaka Florida near West Palrfi Beach, who was finished talking about Milton at Tuesday’s event
Development
Program seminar series for personal
born in 1943, was indeed a miracle to St. former Rep. Jim Davis walked up to him and said,
and
professional
leadership development. This
Petersburg. He fought tirelessly for the rights of “I never knew a lot of those things you shared
the disadvantaged right up to his death in 1986 about Milton.” Haynes said he knows Davis is not program will be offered locally on Saturday,
and was responsible for the hiring of more alone in not knowing a lot about Milton who often September 15 and Sunday, September 16, 2007 at
minority teachers and the promotion of more times worked quietly alone doing what needed to The Pinellas Realtor Organization's Member
African Americans to prominent administrative be done to keep the pressure on those things, areas Center (4590 Ulmerton Road, Clearwater).
jobs at the Pinellas County School Board. He also and people to implement change. He knows there Seminar hours: Saturday, 745 a.m - 7 p.m.;
represented the NAACP in a court battle against are many who do not know the significant part Sunday: 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. The cost is $60 for BPW
Pinellas County voter registration practices and Milton played in changing the fabric of south St. members, $75 for non-BPW members. Individual
registration is available for Saturday's lunch
was outspoken against police brutality.
Petersburg.
program (12 Noon) and evening networking
Along with his impressive legal career, Mr.
Maybe with the naming of the post office to
reception 5:30 p.m. Register for each event
Morris also found time to establish the “Morris W. Milton Post Office”, those who don’t
separately: BPW Members, $15; Non-BPW
Democratic Black Caucus of Florida and to serve know who Morris W. Milton was will ask who
Members, $20.
as president of the St. Petersburg branch of the was Morris W. Milton and the conversation will
Saturday's keynote lunch speaker will be
NAACP Tor 10 years. His gracious community open the door to a legend and the truth about a Renee Wamiack, producer of 'Ten at the Top in
involvement also included serving on the board of man and the part he played in righting some Tampa Bay," an independent documentary film
wrongs and hopefully the stories will be told for
directors of the Pinellas United Way, participating
that celebrates 10 extraordinary women who lead
generations to come.
governmental
institutions
in
the
Tampa/Hillsborough County region.
The
STEPPING
STONES Individual
Development Program will assist women in
meeting their personal and professional goals, as
well as their goals for community action and
change. Presentations will be led by over a dozen
regional and Tampa Bay area women business
PH: (727)82^2500

-

and

TAMI

past National

SIMMS-POWEL,

President

Director

•Wortien/FIorida

- ALIZZA PUNZALAN-HALL, Director of
Community and Media Relations at Eckerd
College and former Vice-Chair of the YWCA
USA National Coordinating Board
Jump-start your leadership skills, your career
and your life!. During BPW's STEPPING
STONES, you will learn how to:
- Manage the fine art of negotiation;
- Deal with communications differences;
- Become an effective lobbyist and grassroots
organizer;
- Connect with members of the media;
- Hone your public speaking efforts;
- Strengthen your interviewee prowess;
- Polish up your business etiquette;
- Create more effective presentations
For more information or to register online for
the
"Stepping
Stones"
program,
visit:
http://www.bpwstpetepinellas.org/cIDProgram.ht
ml.
Questions? Contact Kitty Pelster Rawson,
Individual Development Program Chair for
Business and Professional Women (BPW)/St.
Petersburg-Pinellas at 727-501-3653 or
IDProgram@bpwstpetepineIlas.org.

PH: (727)768-7529

“ WE GOT MT 1 99

CUSTOM WEAR FOR YOUR CUSTOM NEEDS
T SSO 4 6TH SSI”. St.
EML: SCORFIOS2i09@YAHOO.COM
■ SCREEN PRINTING . EMBWOIPERY. BAWWBR8.81ON8 «. MORE 1

As

of

part

looking

for

regional

expansion program, a

our

insurance

large

sales

and

part-time

your

on

is

representatives.

account

Depending

company

work-from-home

attitude

it

pays

$2500 or more a month plus benefits and

takes

only

a

little of your time.

Please

contact us for more details.

GREENVIEW MANOR
APARTMENTS
A section 8 Elderly Complex is now
accepting applications.
Call 823-0716 for more information.

Requirement: Should be computer liter
ate.

2-3

access

hours

to

the

internet

weekly. Must be oyer 20 years old. Must
be

efficient

and

interested and

please

dedicated.

need

send

more

If you

are

information,

e-mail

annahabhim_0@yahoo.eom

and

to
attach

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

a copy of a passport photograph.

I

of

Simms Team of RE/MAX Metro and past State
President
of
Business
&
Professional

UNIVERSITY

Friends and family members at the Morris Milton Post Office Renaming
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LOCAL NEWS
HCC Brandon Campus Offers Pulitzer Winner Norman Mailer
Free Manufacturing Production
To Speak At USF
Worker Training
TAMPA - Norman Mailer, one of America’s

TAMPA - Hillsborough Community College
(HCC) is seeking applicants for its second offering
of a free manufacturing production technician

most celebrated writers, will make a rare

one.”
i Mailer will deliver a speech and then be

appearance Sept. 27 at 7 p.m. at the University

interviewed by Sipiora. This event is being co

successfully completing the training and wishing to

of South Florida Tampa campus. The renowned

sponsored by the Frank and Carol Morsani,

take the national MSSC certification examination.

novelist,’ journalist, playwright, screenwriter,

Foundation, local optometrist, Julian Newman,

include

poet and film director will discuss his life and

M.D. and the USF Humanities Institute.

Applicants

for the

program may

training program leading to a national certification.

employed

manufacturing

Writings at the Phyllis P. Marshall Student

“USF has a tradition of bringing Pulitzer

Classes will be held from 8:00 a.m, to 4:00 p.m.,

technicians with up to one year of experience,
underemployed and/or unemployed people seeking

Center Ballroom, second floor. This event is
free and open to the public but seating is limited

Prize winners to the campus,” said William

a career in

to the first 300 people.

September 4-21, on the HCC Brandon Campus
located at 10414 East Columbus. Drive in Tampa.
Funded by a Workforce Florida grant and

and/or

unemployed

manufacturing, and high

school

developed by HCC’s Employ Florida Banner Center

graduates seeking a career in manufacturing. A
GED or high school diploma is required and high

for Manufacturing, the 90-hour training is limited to

school level reading skills are recommended,

Scheuerle, director, USF Humanities Institute.
“Not all are as well-known or as colorful as

“This is indeed a very special occasion for

all who love literature,” said Phillip Sipiora,
USF professor of English and editor of The

Norman Mailer and because he has a reputation
for offering thought-provoking ideas

and

making provocative observations, I think we

30 students. The program provides instruction in

For more information, or to register for the

manufacturing production and processes; safety

class, contact Edward Allen, manager, Employ

accomplished, having won numerous awards

awareness;

Florida Banner Center for Manufacturing by August
31, at (813) 239-6574 or email: eallen6@hccfl.edu.

including the National Book Award and the

The multi-faceted writer was awarded the

Pulitzer Prize, not once but twice. The National

George Polk Award for his reporting in Harper’s

Book Foundation awarded him, its Mfedal for

Magazine and directed a film version of his

Distinguished Contribution to American
Letters, and the Modern Library named The

novel Tough Guys Don't Dance. Mailer’s most

(1806

and knowledge to enter the advanced manufacturing

Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097,

Naked and the Dead, the book that made him

field as an entry-level production technician and

Telephone 404-679-4501) to

award associate

famous, one of the hundred best novels in the

published this year.
For
more

take the Manufacturing Skill Standards (MSSC)

degrees, diplomas, and certificates.

English Language. But beyond all of that he is

http:y/www.cas.usf.edu/humanitieslnstitute/fall

2007 events.pdf.

examination. Salaries for entry-level manufacturing

Hillsborough Community College serves more
than 40,000 students on campuses on Dale Mabry

a fascinating and insightful human being and 1

technicians are approximately $30,000 per year and

Highway and in Ybor City, Plant City and Brandon.

manufacturers are looking for skilled employees.

HCC also serves students at learning centers on

quality

assurance;

maintenance

awareness; and employability skills. Training,

textbooks and other training materials will be
provided free of charge.
The program prepares the student with the skills

Council

Production

Technician

Certification

Hillsborough Community College is accredited
by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern
Association

of

Colleges

and

Schools

MORE...

MacDill Air Force Base and in Ruskin. HCC was

Along with providing free training, the Banner

the recipient of the 2006 Association of Community

Center for Manufacturing will also pay

registration and

test

fees for those

the

College Trustees (ACCT) Equity award.

Mailer Review.

“Norman Mailer is certainly

can expect to have some good intellectual fun.
He is one of our greatest living writers.”

recent work, The Castle in the Forest, was
information

visit:

know that the evening will be a memorable

Friends Of Vyrle Davis Make
Donation To Ebony Scholars

students

Chair of The Friends of Vyrle
Davis and t he committee for

this most successful fund
raising effort.

Ebony Scholars is
pleased to announce that it
will hold its Annual South

County Motivational Program

at the Pasaena Community

Church

Monday,

on

September 24 at 7:00 P.M.

The featured speaker will be
Ms. Kennentria Irby who is a

junior at the University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill.

L /R Joy Davies, Vyrle Davis, Doris Swangles, Standing
Solomon Stephens, and Clifton Burney
ST. PETERSBURG Ebony Scholars would like to
thank the Friends of Vyrle
Davis Committee for their
donation of $4,408.60 which

will be used to fund The
Annual
South
County
Motivational Program. The
Ebony Scholars recognize an
thank Ms. Doris Swangles,

Ms. Irby is a former Ebony

Scholar who graduated from
the

International

Baccalaureate Program at St.
Petersburg High School.

PRICE BUSTER FOOD' CENTER
2333 — 34 *** St. S. — St. Pete, FL, ♦
VYdwr

VW?

,

a,

317-5111

Same Name ... Completely Different Store
LOCALLY OWXEAhd MANAGED

NEW OWNERS, NEW MANAGEMENT,
NEW ITEMS, NEW LOOK

OAJ -

$5.00 Off
Your Grocery Order of $30.00 or More d
|

(excluding tobacco, lottery, money orders, money grams)

Valid Aug. 23 through Aug. 29, 2007

FULL
Line of
Jamaican
and
Island
Products

dome Check Out Our New Neighborhood Grocery!
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STATE NEWS
Department Of Education
Launches New Teacher
Misconduct Website

FAMU First Lady Holds Her Own

Judy Ammons
By. Stephanie Lambert Special
to the NNPA from the Capital
Outlook

TALLAHASSEE (NNPA) It is said that behind every great
man there is a great woman. But
for Florida A&M University
President James H. Ammons, his
great woman has always been by
his side.
“I want to thank her for
being with me for all of these
years - as students here at
Florida A&M and through my
entire career,” Ammons said of
his wife on the first day of his
presidency.
FAMU’s first lady, Judy
Ammons, holds her own next to
her powerful husband.
Married 32. years, the two
met while kindergartners in
Winter Haven.
“I remember he was always
with the same three or four
guys,” said Judy Ammons, who
was bom in Tallahassee.
Being a first lady is more
than wearing a dress, heels and
putting on a Jackie Kennedy
impression.
“It’s an exciting time to be
able to serve this great university
and my alma mater, Florida
A&M,” she said. “It’s great to be
back home.”
FAMU’s newest first lady
has big shoes to fill. Former first
lady, the late Antoinette
MpTurner-Humphries, left a

legacy of strength with class.
The wife of FAMU’s eighth
president, Dr. Frederick S.
Humphries, was involved with
the university’s Christmas Toys
for Tots Drive for the
Tallahassee community and
assisted
in
providing
scholarships to theater students
through the “Toni Awards’’
program.
Judy Ammons said she and
her husband have attended a
summer institute for university
presidents and their spouses for
the past six years.
“We discuss our role within
the
university
and
the
community,” she said. “And I
learned that even though the
universities are different, their
needs are Somewhat the same,”
While firs) lady of North
Carolina Central University,
Judy Ammons chaired the First
Lady Walk-a-Thon that raised
funds to assist students in
completing community service
and service-learning projects.
She said she hopes to bring that
project to FAMU along with
several others.
“I want to take a close look
at the needs of the university and
implement some plans,” she
said. “I think I need to look at the
needs and see how I can be of
service.”
She continued, “I plan to be
visible on campus and in the
community. I want to get to
know the students. I want them
to know they have a first lady on
campus.”
Mrs. Ammons earned her
bachelor’s degree in early
childhood education and her
master’s in elementary education
from FAMU.
Beginning in the fall,; she
will teach kindergarten at Desoto
Trail Elementary School.
“I knew at a very young age
I wanted to be a teacher,” said
Judy Ammons, who has also

pickofthe
week:

taught
at
Florida
State
University. “As a child, I used to
play school under our carport at
home. I just really enjoy the
children. They are one, of the
reasons I wake up in the
morning.” “You know those jobs
that you just love?” she asked.
“Well, this is one of those jobs
that I really enjoy doing educating and helping the
students.”
While living in Durham,
N.C. from 2001 until last month,
she
taught at Hillandale
Elementary School where she
was honored as School Teacher
of the Year.
After her husband was
selected as FAMU’s 10th
president on March 8, Judy
Ammons began to apply for
teaching positions in Tallahassee
once again.
“She is a part of my team,
President Ammons said. “I have
always referred to her as my
chief adviser. On most tough
issues, she is the one I talk it
over with first.”
In Judy Ammons’ free time,
she said, she enjoys traveling,
shopping, reading and spending
time with her family. She cites
New York as her favorite travel
destination and says she enjoys
reading
‘How
to”
and
educational books.
She describes herself as a
kind-hearted, good listener who
is always willing to help.
Judy Ammons says she
hopes to leave a powerful legacy
that demonstrates her constant
desire to serve the university at
all types of capacities.
“The type of legacy I would
like to leave would be one of a
dedicated first lady who worked
to expand the university’s role in
enhancing the educational anc
health achievement levels of
children and families in the
university’s
neighboring
community,” she said.

| DOG DAYS |
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26-09-44
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127 316 467
239 006 164
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7-1 5-6 4-2

TALLAHASSEE - The Florida Department
of Education today launched a new Web site that
enables the general public to check if disciplinary
action has been taken against a Florida educator’s
certificate. Using an online database, visitors to
the site are able to obtain information on teacher
misconduct cases brought to the state level.
Currently, the, available information includes
action dates, complaint sutnmaries and
descriptions of final outcomes, including any
penalties that'may have been applied to an
educator s certificate. Similar to other licensed
professionals such as physicians, accountants and
pharmacists, Florida educators are subject to
action against their certificate for substantiated
misconduct.
“The Department is committed to the safety
and protection of our students” said
Commissioner Blomberg. "In creating this new
Web site, we further empower parents by
providing them with simple, easy-to-use access to
information about an educator’s disciplinary
history.”
In order to view the disciplinary information,
interested
individuals
should
visit
www.myfloridateacher.com, where they can enter
the name of the educator in which they are
interested. Searches can be refined to include the
whole state or specific school districts. A search
yielding no results indicates that no actions have
been taken against that specific educator’s
teaching certificate on or after January 1, 2007.
The Department will continue to update the
website on a regular basis to ensure that data is as
current as possible.

Disciplinary action against an educator’s
certificate can range from a letter of reprimand, to
a suspension or revocation of the certificate. The
Web site will not display information on current
investigations, which is confidential. Additionally,
criminal charges listed on the site do not
necessarily indicate the individual has pled guilty
to, or been convicted of the criminal offense.
The Department of Education also
encourages parents and administrators desiring
more information on teacher misconduct policies
and procedures to visit the Bureau of Professional
Practices Web site at www.fldoe.org/edstandards.
This Web site includes a Frequently Asked
Questions section, flow chart of procedures,
school district contact information and hearing
notices of the Education Practices Commission.
The Department of Education’s Bureau of
Professional Practices Services investigates
alleged wrongdoings by educators in Florida who
hold a Florida Educator Certificate. Penalties
against a certificate are issued by the Education
Practices Commission. The Education Practices
Commission is a quasi-judicial body of peers and
laypersons established in law who determine what
penalties should be applied in teacher misconduct
cases.
Parents requesting additional information
regarding teacher misconduct can contact the
Bureau of Professional Practices Services at (850)
245-0438. For details regarding the procedures of
the Education Practices Commission please
contact (850) 245-0455.

2nd Panhandle Resident
Infected With West Nile Virus
PANAMA CITY (AP) - A Bay County woman
is the second person to contract the West Nile
virus in the state this year, health officials said
Thursday.
Spinal tests confirmed the virus in a woman
who had been treated for inflammation of the
brain, Rick Davis, acting director of the Bay
County Health Department told The News Herald.
The woman, who was not identified, was
released from the hospital and is recuperating, he
said.
The news comes about a week after health
officials announced a Panama City-area resident
died from the virus. The name of the person, or
details about when the person died won't be
released by state officials because of federal
privacy laws.
County mosquito control Officials have been
using traps baited with dry ice, which replicates
the carbon dioxide expelled in human breath, to
catch mosquitoes for disease testing. No trace of
the virus has been found in the insects, said county
spokeswoman Valerie Michaels.

West Nile virus is carried by mosquitoes and
health officials warned Floridians to protect
themselves with bug spray, particularly at dusk
and dawn when mosquitoes most often feed.
Symptoms of the disease include headache, fever,
fatigue, dizziness, weakness and confusion.
Many infected people recover from infection,
but it can be dangerous particularly for children
and elderly people. In some cases, the virus can
cause a fatal swelling of the brain.
More than 300 cases have been reported so far
this year in the United States, including 11 that
have been fatal.
It's been a particularly bad summer in
California, where five of those deaths have been
recorded. Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger declared a
state of emergency in three California counties
because of the virus.
More than 4,200 Americans were infected
with West Nile virus last year, including 177 who
died of the disease, according to the U S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention.

Florida's Unemployment Rate
Up 0.4 Percent In July
TALLAHASSEE (AP) - Florida's
unemployment rate picked up in July as the
housing slump continued to slow the state's
economy.
The percentage of people looking for a job
who couldn't find one in Florida rose to 3.9
percent in July, up from 3.5 percent in June, the
state Agency for Workforce Innovation reported.
That edges Florida closer to the national
unemployment rate of 4.6 percent, but the state
still has the lowest jobless rate of the ten largest
states by population.
Job cuts in the once-booming construction
industry are behind the increasing joblessness,
officials said.
Construction employment lost 17,900 jobs
from July of 2006 to this July, a 2.8 percent
decrease. It's the first time since 1992 that the state
has experienced five consecutive months of overthe-year drops in construction jobs.
“For a number of months, declines in the

construction industry have had an effect on
Florida's job market,” said Workforce Innovation
Director MonesiaT. Brown. “National markets, in
addition to Florida, are feeling the impacts of
declines in construction, tightening financial
markets and higher gas prices.”
Florida still reported an overall increase in
jobs created, mostly due to heavy growth in the
number of health care jobs in the economy. Even
so, year-to-year job growth in June and July was
the slowest it has been in Florida since the end of
2003, the agency said.
Walton County in the western Panhandle had
the state's lowest unemployment rate in July at 2.4
percent, followed by Monroe County, which
encompasses the Florida Keys, at 2.9 percent.
At 9.9 percent, Hendry County in southcentral Florida, had the highest unemployment
rate, due in large part to seasonal declines in
agricultural jobs in the farming county.

DRIVE SAFELY - SCHOOL IS OPEN
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NATIONAL NEWS
Former Tuskegee Airman Dies

Henry Cabot Lodge Bohler
TAMPA(AP) -Henry Cabot Lodge Bohler, a
former Tuskegee Airman who went on to battle
racial barriers in postwar Florida, died: He was 82.
Bohler died Friday as the result of brain
injuries sustained in a fall nearly two years ago,
his wife said.
Bom in Augusta, Ga., Bohler dreamed of
flying and joined the Army Air Force at 17. He
learned to fly the P-51 Mustang atTuskegee Army
Air Field in Alabama with the elite unit of black
airmen.
• \

RUSSWURM
continued from front page
Among the awards to the Sentinel - the oldest
and largest circulated newspaper in the West with
125,000 distributed weekly - was the Best Feature
Story. That went to staff writer Christine
Sabathia's personal account of the one-year
anniversary of the Katrina destruction in New
Ofleahs, her hometown. The paper described it as
a moving account of her going home to visit her
loved Ones, but while there, being drawn in to
document the painful stories of others.
Bakewell, widely known as a successful
businessman and community activist, seems to
have human rights in his blood. He's the founder
and CEO of the Brotherhood Crusade, a
philanthropic organization that addresses issues in
the Black community and other communities of
color. He is also co-founder of the United Black
Front, founded in the late 1960s to unite 50 black
power organizations seeking to address the
remaining vestiges of White supremacy.
The former advisor to the late L.A. Mayor
Tom Bradley bought the now 74 year-old
newspaper in 2004.
Bakewell and his staff were unable to attend
the Seattle convention to receive the award in
person. Among the major events they missed was
the NNPA publishers' visit to the Microsoft
Corporate headquarters where they demanded a
fair share of the corporation's advertising dollars.
Regardless of where Black newspapers are
located, they face the same economic struggles,
Bakewell acknowledges. He says Black
newspapers must unite and fight even harder
against corporations that treat them unfairly by
withholding advertising dollars of demanding
audited circulation numbers and other information
not always requested of dailies.
“I think it’s going to take consolidation on the
part of the Black Press to go after them. They send
us press releases every Week. They don t ask us
what’s our circulation then.
They’re looking for reasons not to advertise.
They ’re not looking for reasons to adyertise,” says
Bakewell. "The insult to injury is that these

He wanted to fight in World War II, but by the
time he earned his wings in 1944, the military
didn't need more pilots. He served until 1947, then
went on, to college at Hampton University in
Virginia.
Bohler moved to Tampa and went on to
become the first lieensed black electrician in the
city and opened a successful business.
Told he couldn't take his children to Tampa's
Lowry Park Zoo because his family was black, he
sued the city. That resulted in a 1962 federal order
to desegregate Tampa's parks and recreational
facilities, according to The Tampa Tribune.
Until he became ill, Bohler never missed the
annual reunions of the Tuskegee Airmen. He'd fly
his Own Piper Archer to the events, held in various
cities throughout the country. In later years,
Bohler and other area Tuskegee Airmen spoke at
Tampa-area schools,
“My husband was the type of person who,
when he said he was going to do something, that
was it,” said Clifford Marie Bohler, his wife of 59
years. “He did it.”
Besides his wife, survivors include two sons, a
daughter, seven grandchildren and two great
grandchildren.
Nearly 1,000 men earned their wings as
members of the Tuskegee Airmen and 200 to 300
are still living, said Alexander Jefferson, a
Tuskegee Airman who flew 19 combat missions.
“We're losing them every day,” Jefferson said
Tuesday from the Tuskegee Airmen National
Museum in Detroit.

BY STEPHEN OHLEMACHER

WASHINGTON, DC (AP) - Whites are now
in the minority in nearly one in 10 U.S. counties.
And that increased diversity, fueled by
immigration and higher birth rates among blacks
and Hispanics, is straining race relations and
sparking a backlash against immigrants in many
communities.
"There's some culture shock," said Mark
Mather of the Population Reference Bureau, a
Washington-based research agency. "But I think
there is a momentum building, and it is going to
continue."
As of 2006, non-Hispanic whites made up less
than half the population in 303 of the nation’s
3,141 counties, according to figures the Census
Bureau is releasing Thursday. Non-Hispanic
whites were a minority in 262 counties in 2000, up
from 183 in 1990.
The Census Bureau's report has population
estimates by race and ethnicity for every county in
the nation. They are the first such estimates since
Hurricane Katrina hit the Gulf Coast in 2005,
scattering hundreds of thousands of people.
The biggest changes were in Orleans Parish,
La., home to New Orleans. The share of nonHispanic whites in Orleans Parish grew from 27
percent in 2005 to 34 percent in 2006, while the
share of blacks dropped from about 68 percent to
59 percent.
corporations already have advertising budgets.
Many of the nation's biggest counties have
We’re not asking them to allocate a new line item. long had large minority populations. But that
We’re just asking to be given proper diversity is now spreading to the suburbs and
consideration within the line, item that’s already beyond, causing resentment in some areas.
there.They might say, 'You only represent 10
Many Latinos say they see it in the debate
percent of the population. “I say, ‘Okay, I accept over illegal immigration.
your premise. Just give me 10 percent of
In northern Virginia, Teresita Jacinto said she
everything moving - 10 percent of the feels less welcome today than when she first
management jobs, you tell me you’ve got a billion arrived 30 years ago, when she was one of few
dollar budget, 10 percent of that is a hundred Hispanics in the area.
million.”
"Not only are we feeling less welcome, we
Still, the Black Press, in its 180th year, must are feeling threatened," said Jacinto, a teacher in
do more to freshen up and come into the age of Woodbridge, Va., about 20 miles southwest of
technology, Bakewell says.
Washington.
“We’re not constantly doing the same old
thing. We’re constantly changing the way the
paper looks. We’re changing the things that we
report, how we report, where we report, we’re
trying to break into new industries, we’re trying to
constantly tell stories from another perspective,
we’re trying to get into the streets, we’re trying to
BURLINGTON, VT (AP) - Some parents of
have cyberspace reporters, we’re constantly local school children arc asking officials why
looking at an evolution of the paper because we there are no Black teachers among the city's 337
think the paper, quite honestly, has just begun.”
educators.
NNPA's more than 200 member newspapers
Some of the parents are angry that even
across the natiqn fight the same fight for though more than 11 percent of the school
advertising dollars. But whether on the West Coast district's 3,554 students are Black there is not a
or in the deep South, excellence must be the mark
single Black teacher.
agrees First Place Editorial Winner Raymond H.
. “When your child can go through 12 years of
Boone, Editor/Publisher of the Richmond Free
school and never see a Black teacher, that's
Press, located in the former capital of the disgraceful,” said parent Mert Sells.
Confederacy.
He was one of four Black parents who met for
“Our position is that excellence is one of the 75 minutes on Tuesday with Superintendent
mpst powerful instruments or weapons against Jeanne Collins.
racism because the whole premise of racism is
During the 1994-1995 school year the
built on the flimsy proposition that Black people Burlington district recognized it needed to make a
can’t perform,” says Boone. “So, every time we concerted effort to hire a diverse teaching staff.
perform at a high level of excellence - with
Sells said the district’s failure of Burlington to
commitment to high journalistic principles, hire black teachers was “damn near like a cover
guided by fairness and justice - then we are up, a farce. There is no intent to hire black*
making a strong blow for freedom and equal rights teachers in Vermont,” he said “It's the same damn
and for fulfilling the American promise.”
And striving for that mark should be a neverending goal says Bakewell:
“The threshold of excellence should be so
high that we shouldn’t even be able to see it. We
are constantly climbing towards it.”

Woodbridge is part of Prince William County,
which recently passed a resolution seeking to
deny public services to illegal immigrants. Similar
measures have been approved or considered in
dozens of communities across the nation. In all,
state lawmakers have introduced more than 1,400
measures related to immigration this year, the
National Conference of State Legislatures says.
Supporters say local laws are necessary
because Congress has failed to erack down on the
estimated 12 million illegal immigrants in the
U.S. But many Hispanics legally in the U.S. say
they feel targeted, too.
"I think across the board all of us feel like
we're not welcome," said Jacinto, who was bom in
the U.S. and volunteers for an advocacy group
called Mexicans Without Borders.
Prince William County has seen its Hispanic
population more than double since 2000, to nearly
70,000 last year. Non-Hispanic whites account for
a little more than half the population, down from
about two-thirds in 2000.
Greg Letiecq recently helped form a group to
fight illegal immigration in northern Virginia,
called Help Save Manassas. The group is named
for a city surrounded by Prince William County.
"It's not about ethnicity; it's not about race.
It's about lawful behavior versus unlawful
behavior," Letiecq said.
Still, he complained that many newcomers
eschew American culture in favor of their Latino
heritage.
"It's the folks who come in and try to
maintain the culture of the country they came
from," Letiecq said. "They don't seem to embrace
the American culture, the English language, the
social norms of American culture."
Nationally, the number of minorities topped
100 million for the first time in 2006 _ about a
third of the population. By 2050, minorities will
account for half of U.S. residents, according to
Census Bureau projections.
"I don't think Latinos or any other so-called
minority group are seeking to make white people
a minority," Jacinto said. "It's just a reality."

Parents Criticize Lack Of Black
Teachers In Burlington Schools

Morgan Stanley Settles
Discrimination Suit
ST. LOUIS (NNPA) - Morgan Stanley, one of
the nation’s largest investment firms, has reached
a settlement with 1,200 African-American and
Latino financial advisors and registered financial
advisor trainees employed with the company at
any time since October 12, 2002. This lawsuit
challenged inequities in opportunities for AfricanAmericans and Latinos in the distribution of

Minorities Have Become The
Majority In Ten Percent Of U.S.
Counties

accounts and other business opportunities.
The parties entered into a five-year settlement
agreement that is subject to court approval. It
includes comprehensive injunctive relief
regarding recruiting and hiring, account
distribution policies, partnership arrangements,
promotions, retention, diversity training and
complaint processing.

DON'T LET DIABETES
DESTROY YOUR LIFE. .
CHOOSE TO LIVE!

thing for years and years and years, and no one's
doing anything about it, To me, it's sickening.”
Sells said parents of Black students needed to
do more as well. “The Blacks don't speak up as
much as they should.” he said. “They accept the
mediocrity of what's going on in the schools.”
Collins was unaware of the topic of the
meeting before it began and she acknowledged
the lack of Black teachers in the city.
“We’re clearly not being successful itt what
we're doing,” said Collins.
She said the Situation was made difficult
because hiring decisions are made by the different
schools, it could be difficult to attract young,
single black teachers to Burlington and different
licensing requirements from other states also
made it harder, Collins said.
The parents and activists suggested the district
could try to recruit from historically black
colleges or encourage black youth to stay in the
Burlington area and teach after college.

Bishop Eddie Long And Bishop
T.D. Jakes “Attack” Talk Show
Host Reuben Armstrong

Dallas, TX (BlackNews.com) - It started after
a radio interview in Atlanta, Georgia.
Two of the four top Mega -Pastors that have
been exposed in the book "Snakes in the Pulpit"
are now THREATENING Talk Show Host
Reuben Armstrong. Armstrong is the author of
"Snakes in the Pulpit", which is now available for
purchase on his website at
,
www.snakesinthepulpit.com
Armstrong said it's no surprise that the
enemies are trying to attack him. 'When you are
dealing with so-called men of God, you expect the
worst."
The book which exposes Eddie Long, Joel
Osteen, Creflo Dollar and T.D. Jakes on how they
are using the Word of God to manipulate true

believers for Fame and Fortune is scheduled to be
released to the public August 29th, 2007.
Armstrong said during a press conference with the
media, "the Devil knows that by exposing these
so-called men of God his party is about to stop."
Armstrong nor his staff went into details about
the attack, but clearly state.that "God is his
Protector and no weapon form against him shall
prosper."
The Reuben Armstrong Show was recently
dumped by Streaming Faith, a Christian based site
after exposing some of their beloved ministries.
Armstrong said during a recent press conference,
"It's not about Streaming Faith nor about the
employees of Streaming Faith. It's about getting
SOULS to Christ and that's the main focus."
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INFINITI
QX56 4x4

2007 INFINITI
G35 Journey Sedan

>EXCLUSIV
LOKEY

2007
Mercedes-Benz C230

2007
Mercedes-Benz E350
&

^WlSS

MODEL #86417

per month
■+• tax

,?55.280

or MSRP

or MSRP

2 or more at this price

2 or more at this price

3o6HP-V6-Auto, Leather,
Sunroof, Cruise, Tilt,
Keyless, 6 Disc Player
39 month, 10,000 miles $3,495 cash down, plus 1st
payment, tax, dealer fee, no security fee, residual value
$19,424.55, total down payment $4,995, IFS lease WAC
(tier “o”) Offer ends 6/30/07. In stock units only.

2.99%*

UP TO 60 MO

ONLY

MO.

PER
MO.

PLUS TAX

27-Monih tease, 10,OOQ nites im ysaf.. Mai due ai delivery is $5,784,
MSftP of $30,426 with r«M®i $20,993 W.A.C.
.
STOCK #7AS74, Offer snds6/30/07

33-Month Lease, 10,000 mites per year, total dus at delivery is $5,705,
MSRP of$52,025 with residual $33,296 WAC.

STOCK K7A539. Offer ends 6730/07

Mercedes-Benz pre-owned
1999 thru 2006
C Classes

1999 thru 2006
E Class

39 month io,ooo miles, $5,145 cash down plus 1st
payment, tax, dealer fee, no security fee, residual value
$28,342.80, total down payment $6,645, IFS, Lease, WAC.
*Must have 720 or better credit score. Offer ends 6/30/07

Pre-Owned Certified INFINITI
2003-2006 INFINITI G35 Coupe

2003-2006 INFINITI FX35

Starting At

$22,900
See our Entire Inventory at

LOKEYAUTOS.COM |

Starting at

Starting at

$10,800

s12,800

* limits
ftmste/3 availability
avatiahiSifo
White Scpptes test

' limited availability
Wtefo Supplies test

View our entire inventory at lokeyautos.com
:iz:7l

I N FI NIT

INFINITI

19740 U.S. HWY. 19 N., CLEARWATER, FL

Tel: (866) 295 3888

19820 U.S. HWY. 19 N., CLEARWATER, FL

Tel: (866) 296-2626
Dealer not responsible for typographical errors. Preowned pricing plus tax. tag and $899 dealer fee.

While supplies lost, dealer not responsible for typographical error., prices plot lox, tax and $699 depler fee.
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SPORTS NEWS
Ugly: Ravens Beat Eagles 29-3
In Preseason Opener
JC
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Ravens Stop Eagles dead in their tracks

PHILADELPHIA, PA - In a game that had all
the fingerprints of the Eagles just being glad to not
be at Lehigh University and then only doing the
required of showing up, the Ravens thumped the
Eagles 29-3 victory on Monday night at M&T
Stadium. The Eagles did little to dispel cries from
their fateful fans to improve upon their toughness
as they were manhandled by the Ravens' offense
(157 yards rushing, 5.1 ypc) and defense (sacked
Eagles quarterbacks 5 times).
The Ravens took control early scoring on their
first drive of the game as quarterback Steve
McNair led them on a 93-yard scoring drive of
almost 12 minutes and the Ravens never looked
back. After the game Ravens Head Coach Brian
Billick was pleased saying,"Really, really solid
start. The things I'm most pleased about: One, no
injuries. No. 2, no turnovers and only three
. penalties," Billick said. "That's pretty unique for a
first preseason game, I was pretty pleased with the
way the guys handled themselves in their first
outing."
Eagles fans, please stay away from the Walt
Whitman Bridge after going crazy over the Birds
looking terrible and only scoring on a David Akers
23-yarder field goal late in the second quarter.
Under Andy Reid the Eagles have typically not
been that great in preseason going 12-21 with their
best effort in 2001 going 2-1. In the Eagles
defense, they used the game as an opportunity to
get several younger players some live experience
in game situations.
Sure you never want to see your D-Line and
O-Line get pushed around (remnants of the
playoff loss to Saints??), but the Eagles were

without leaders quarterback Donovan McNabb, S
Brian Dawkins, CB Lito Sheppard, and G Shawn
Andrews. All were injured except McNabb, who
was held out as a precaution as he recovers from
his surgery on a tom ligament in his right knee on
Nov. 28. McNabb will make his preseason debut
Friday night in Philadelphia’s second preseason
game, at home against Carolina.
My star of the game was Ravens tough leader
quarterback Steve McNair. The 34 year old
veteran looked to have brought his "A" game,
leading the Ravens to a touchdown on his only
drive of the game going 6-for-8 for 73 yards,
ending the 12-play span with a 6-yard TD pass to
tight end Quinn Sypniewski. Willis McGahee,
obtained during the off-season in a trade with
Buffalo, also had a nice debut finishing with 20
yards on four carries including a nice 16-yard run
in the initial series.
McGahee also left with Steve McNair as did
most of the offensive starters after they chewed up
almost 12 minutes on their lengthy first quarter
drive. McGahee said of his effort, "I still need to
get comfortable with what the guys are doing up
front. Other than that, it was good for a start."
Another bright spot for the Ravens was the play of
spry kicker Matt Stover, the 39-year-old entering
his 18th pro season, made all five field goal tries
for the Ravens including two from 50 yards.
The Eagles did have a few bright spots despite
playing against a blitz happy defense that they
admittedly didn't prepare to play against. Tight
End Brent Celek looked the part of an NFL starter
(see Leftovers) and the Eagles quarterbacks hung
tough in the game. McNabb's backup, A.J. Feeley
started the game and played in two series. He
looked good spreading the ball around and
finished with stats of 5-for-7 for 56 yards.
Feeley almost put some points on the board as
Well leading the Eagles into field goal position
including a nice 23-yard catch and run from Brian
Westbrook, but long snapper Jon Dorenbos' snap
had to be dug out by holder Dirk Johnson, and
David Akers missed wide right from 43 yards. The
Eagles other quarterbacks Kelly Holcomb (7-for-9
for 75 yards) and Kevin Kolb (ll-for-20 for 77
yards) both survived a hellacious rash and stood
tall in the pocket.

Bucs' Boston Making Most Of
Chance To Revive Career
him back, he'd be a viable contender to not only
make the team but start.’’
Boston had 241 receptions for more than
TAMPA, (AP) - After sitting out most of the
3,700
yards and 18 touchdowns for the Cardinals
past three seasons because of injuries, Tampa
during
the first four seasons of his career. He
Bay's David Boston is making the most of his
added 70 catches for 880 yards and seven TDs for
latest bid to revive a once-promising NFL career.
The 29-year-old was one of the league's best the Chargers in 2003, then missed all of 2004 and
young receivers when had 98 catches for 1,598 most of 2005 with the Dolphins.
“I've had some ups and downs. ... Now, I'm
yards and eight touchdowns With Arizona in 2001,
moving
in the right direction”' Boston said, adding
but two knee operations and suspensions derailed
the emerging star during subsequent stops in San that's he learned from his mistakes and is
determined to capitalize on what could be his final
Diego and Miami.
Now, he's in training camp with the opportunity to resurrect his career.
“I'm a positive thinker. I'm just trying to take
Buccaneers for the second straight summer and
has a good chance to not only make the team, but advantage of each day. Every play that I have
could be my last play," he said. "If you hold that
wind up as the starting flanker.
“I played with David in the Pro Bowl back a thought for a while, there really isn't time for any
handful of years ago. He was awesome back then, negative thoughts.”
Although Boston received some calls from
and it really looks like he's gotten back to being
that type of player again,” quarterback Jeff Garcia other clubs after he was released by Tampa Bay
last September, he remained unsigned until the
said.
“Nobody knows for sure how it's going to turn Bucs brought him back this offseason,
“I had a few other workouts, but the main
out, but it is exciting to have him out there, to have
thing
I wanted to do was,get myself in the best
him working the way he's working.”
When Boston, limited to five games over the physical shape that I could. ... That was the main
past three years because of two separate knee objective,” said Boston, who has two catches foi
injuries that required surgery, caught a 19-yard 24 yards in two preseason games.
“It was difficult, obviously, sitting out a year,’
touchdown pass from Garcia during last
Saturday's preseason outing against Jacksonville, he added. “I love this game, and I love to compete
it was the first time he'd reached the end zone in a I missed the competition, being around the guys
and playing football. It was tough.”
game of any kind since 2003.

BY FRED GOODALL

He showed coach Jon Gruden enough in
training camp a year ago to survive the final cuts,
however the eighth-year pro was released on the
eve of the season opener when an injury to guard
Davin Joseph left the Bucs short an offensive
lineman.
“We knew he was on the rise and coming back
physically, but we knew he also wasn't going to be
ready early in the season. That's one of the reasons
why we made the decision we did,” Gruden said.
“There's not a guy who works harder than
David Boston. He doesn't have those arms and
those legs for no reason. He's been really, really
persistent in his work. We knew if we could get

A year ago, the Bucs tailored a special training
camp program for Boston, mostly limiting him tc
one practice per day. His surgically-repaired knee
has held to a more rigorous two-a-day schedule
this summer, bolstering his chances of making the
team.
Gruden certainly likes what he's seen.
“He might be our best receiver at times oui
here,” the coach said.
“The son of a gun is 235 pounds, and when he
catches that ball going north and south, he's goins
to be a force to be reckoned with. He's doing
heck of a job.”

Culpepper Becomes Plan B
For Raiders
PHILADELPHIA, PA - The signing of the
Daunte Culpepper with the Oakland Raiders is a
xmafide risk-reward for the former two-time Pro
Bowl player and to the Raiders' organization. The
Raiders got a much needed insurance policy
against an extended holdout by No. 1 overall pick
QB JaMarcus Russell and Culpepper gets the
chance he wanted to compete for a starting job.
Earlier as training camps opened, it seemed
that Culpepper, who acts as his own agent had
made a bad choice by reportedly turning down a
three year and $15 million contract to play for the
Jacksonville Jaguars, because he wanted to be a
starter. After Culpepper's cold shoulder act, the
Jaguars decided to go an entirely different route,
bringing back former No. 1 overall pick Tim
Couch from the NFL graveyard (maybe former
Bengals pick Akili Smith wasn't available).
With rumors circulating that Culpepper was
still injured (tom ACL, PCL, MCL in 2005) and
having been labeled a malcontent by some
evaluators due to his problems in Miami, his agent
status, and allegedly leaking information through
his blog, GM's were running for cover and'there
was nary a quarterback job anywhere. The
situation got so bad that not even the Atlanta
Falcons, who are dealing with the Michael Vick
dogfighting fiasco didn't have room for him.
The Tampa Buccaneers also took a pass on
him after a workout even though they already
have a zillion quarterbacks all with question
marks and other teams like the Ravens and
Vikings flat out said they had no interest.
Culpepper seemed to be out of options other than
waiting for a quarterback to be injured during the
regular season or signing with the CFL. That was
until once again the NFL's reclamation team, the
Oakland Raiders, seeing that Russell's contract
holdout was not going anywhere any time soon
sighed Culpepper to a one-year deal.
Raiders owner and architect AI Davis has long
subscribed to the motto oF “Give me your tired,
your poor, and your malcontent out of work NFL
players” (and you thought it was “Jii&t Win,
Baby”). He has worked his magic before
resurrecting the careers of similarly so called
finished” players Lyle Alzado, James Lofton,
Billy Cannon, and others, so why not try and bring
Culpepper back from the ashes.
Russell in the mean time has been in his
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Dante Culpepper
hometown of Mobile, Alabama for the past week
instead of in training camp and is rumored to be
looking for a contract in the neighborhood of last
year's No. 1 overall pick DE Mario Williams
($26.5 million guaranteed as part of a six-year,
$54 million). With new Raiders Head Coach Lane
Kiffin seeing that current journeyman QBs Josh
McCown and Andrew Walter were not enough, he
figured why not take a chance on Culpepper.
In looking at the signing, I like the it, because
the Raiders (2-14 in ’06) could net a proven
starting quarterback when healthy or a high priced
clipboard carrier for a good price. But either way
they are covered against Russell's demands.
Culpepper hopefully will return to his pre-injury
2004 form (41 total TDs, 4,717 yards passing) and
could earn a new contract next year.
He will make as much as $5,5 million or as
little as $750,000 for his one-year audition with
the Raiders. After a 1-3 season as a starter for the
Dolphins including being sacked 21 times with a
meager two TD's and three INT's, Culpepper has
nowhere to go, but up.
No. matter who is the starting quarterback for
the Raiders, they will find themselves in a very
tough spot, because they have a 31 -year-old
rookie head coach, three question marks at wide
receiver (a converted quarterback, a Lions castoff
and a malcontent who was suspended most of last
season), and a porous O-line led by disappointing
former first round pick Robert Gallery (an NFLworst 72 sacks last season).

Miami Opting To Move
Hurricanes Football Out Of
Orange Bowl
BY TIM REYNOLDS
CORAL GABIES (AP) - Miami will play
home football games at Dolphin Stadium starting
in 2008, leaving the historic but decaying Orange
Bowl after seven decades of calling that famed
facility home.
The university's trustees decided Tuesday to
make the much-debated move, which could
generate $2 million or more in extra revenue
annually for the Hurricanes' athletic department.
City officials unsuccessfully tried to keep Miami
at the Orange Bowl by promising $206 million in
upgrades.
“This is a painful and sad decision,” Miami
president Donna Shalala said.
Miami first played at the Orange Bowl, about
eight miles from its campus, in 1937. The
Hurricanes won three national championship
games on that field, had a NCAA-record 58-game
home winning streak from 1985 through 1994 and
have drawn more than 17 million fans there over
the years.
But the stadium's facade is rusting, upgrades
are needed and the building lacks many amenities
that modem stadiums have - such as the luxury
suites and video replay screens'that helped lure
Miami to the home of the NFL's Miami Dolphins.
Miami agreed to a 25-year lease with Dolphin
Stadium.
“The move'to the stadium and the superior
facilities that it offers will greatly enhance our
recruiting efforts,” Miami coach Randy Shannon
said.
With the Hurricanes set to depart, the Orange
Bowl will no longer have a primary tenant. The
Dolphins moved to the facility first known as Joe
Robbie Stadium in 1987, and the Orange Bowl,
one of college football's marquee and best-known
bowl games, moved to Dolphin Stadium in 1996.
And that means the building's future is in

serious doubt. The site has been mentioned as a
possible new home for the Florida Marlins, or the
stadium could simply be knocked down.
Miami has won nearly 70 percent of its games
at the Orange Bowl, a place where opponents
routinely acknowledged feeling intimidated by the
crowds and game-time atmosphere.
. “It got to be very tough to hear and tough to
communicate down there. That's what made it
difficult to play in,” said Florida State coach
Bobby Bowden, who brought his Seminoles to the
building nearly two dozen times oyer the years.
The Orange Bowl opened in 1937 and has
hosted Super Bowls, a famous speech by
President John F. Kennedy to Cuban exiles after
the failed Bay of Pigs invasion, concerts, boxing
and even Olympic soccer matches in 1996.
Many of the university's existing Orange
Bowl traditions, including the smoke-filled tunnel
for pregame introductions and the Miami ring of
honor, will be moved to Dolphin Stadium.
The city's,stadium refurbishment plan was met
with skepticism by some within the university,
since much of the needed money would have to
come from grants and tax credits that haven't been
secured. .
Still, some fans continued lobbying until the
end, with more than 4,000 signing an online
petition in recent weeks imploring the university
to stay put, and others organizing small rallies in
hope of getting trustees to change their mind.
“The city of Miami made an extraordinary
effort to identify funds and design a renovation,”
Shalala said. “But in the end, it wasn't enough.”
Miami's lease at the Orange Bowl runs past
2008, but the school will be able to move next fall,
meaning the last scheduled game for the
Hurricanes at the facility will be Nov. 10 against
Virginia.
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FAMILY AND PARENTING
First Grader Reads 330 Books

Malcolm Wilson
LOS ANGELES (NNPA) Malcolm Wilson expands his
mind
and
increases
his
knowledge through the power of
the written word.
Many of today ’s children are
equipped with a thirst for
knowledge and a need to receive
it instantly, which is often times,
greater than the generations
before them.

• And within that group lies a
shinning star named Malcolm
Wilson, a 1st grade student who
attends a private school located
in the Los Angeles area.
During the 2007 school
year, Malcolm’s class was asked
to read at home for 30 minutes a
day. And as an additional
incentive, the teacher promised
to reward the top readers) with
a special prize. Malcolm, who is
a very focused student, was
excited by the initial challenge,
and a chance to receive a prize
for tiis efforts helped to sweeten
the pot.
So, he began his quest for
knowledge and read a total of
330 books from October 2006 to
the end of the school year—June
2007 to include books on
dinosaurs, marine animals,
books by Dr. Seuss and his

children’s Bible. At the end of
the school year, the scores were
tallied, and Malcolm was
awarded for his achievement as
the second place winner of the
reading challenge.
‘I am proud of my son’s
enthusiasm, dedication and love
of learning,” said Michelle
Wilson, Malcolm’s, mother. He
had a wonderful school year and
I’m looking forward to many
more achievements, next year. ”
In a time when negative
accounts regarding our children
permeate our society, this is one
that turns-the-tide, and serves as
a shinning example of positivity
and excellence. These are the
images that should be uplifted,
cherished and talked about with
pride.
Great
things
are
happening around us be sure to
stay tuned in.

Small Lifestyle Changes Can
Lead To Big Savings
(SPM Wire) Does it sometimes seem , like
you spend money without even knowing where
it's gone?
If you are like most Americans, you're being
"nickeled and dimed" by seemingly small charges
throughout each week. Pretty soon all those
nickels and dimes add up, and without even
realizing it you've spent a ton of money.
'Whether it's using an ATM machine that
charges an extra fee, or little luxury items like
that designer coffee drink on your way to work,
many of us wind up spending a lot of money on
things that aren't categorized in a monthly
budget," says Michael McAuliffe, president of
Family Credit Counseling Service (FCCS), a
non-profit consumer credit counseling agency.
"These little extras don't seem expensive,
since they only cost a few dollars each, but over
time they can add up to the cost of a new car," he
points out.
Here are some easy ways to save lots of
money in the long run:
* Morning Latte &amp; Muffin Test: Your
daily dose of caffeine and muffin on your way to
work may run $7.00 per day or more. Consider
breakfast at home and save $150 per month or
$9,100 in five years.
* Soda or Bottled Water Test: Purchasing that
refreshment at the local convenience store could
cost $1.50 per bottle, costing you over $45 per
month or $2,700 over five years. Consider

purchasing beverages from discount or wholesale
stores to add even more money to your pocket.
* Take-Out Test: Eating out every day is
unhealthy for your body but even more for your
wallet. A $10.00 meal every day adds up to
$18,250 over five years. Challenge yourself to
bring your lunch or eat meals at home Monday
through Thursday and treat yourself on Fridays.
You'll still be able to enjoy the company of your
friends while saving a bundle of money
throughout the rest of the week.
* ATM Fee 'test: Are you an ATM junkie? If
so, you could be paying $5.00 per transaction.
Two or three trips per week to another financial
institution's ATM machine could cost over
$780.00 per year or $3,900 after five years just to
use your own money.
This is just a sampling of Ways you can save
money without altering your quality of life, other
than for the better. These changes alone add up to
over $43,000 in just five years, and this is tax-free
money and doesn't include interest.
Successfully managing your money requires
finding creative ways to enjoy life without
allowing convenience to steal the pleasure of
those experiences. For additional budgeting,
general money mahagement tips, or a copy of a
personal budget guide from the FCCS, visit
www.familycredit.org online, or call one of their
consumer advocates at 800-994-3328.

Are You Addicted To Food?

BY MAKEISHA LEE (BLACKNEWS.COM)
There are many addictions that go unnoticed
or get downplayed in today’s society. Others get
absolutely too much airtime, like all the juicy
gossip about alcohol and drug addictions of
celebrities in the media. Everyday we are
bombarded with breaking news of stars and there
foolish encounters with the law, all courtesies of
various addictions.
The addiction in question now is that of food,
more specifically high fat, sugary and or salty
foods. Most people are not aware of any possible
food addiction because like all other addictions,
they are rationalized. People generally are not
looking for their addictions; rather they look for
ways to conceal them. Denial is the name of the
game and all other players are .blocked from
scoring, or in other words people who seek to help
the addicted person have no luck in their efforts.
So the smartest move would be to just identify
some possible areas of food addiction to raise
them to a level of suspicion. One may feel that that
they don’t have an addiction to unhealthy foods
and they express it with the typical addict’s logic
of, ‘I may have a little sugar or a little fat here n’
there and” then turn around and pig out on
processed foods that have large quantities of
hidden sugars and fats. That piece of cake this
time and that candy bar that time. Once you start,
it’s hard to stop there, it only progresses. This is
what the end result resembles.
Some symptoms of food/sugar addiction are:
+ Obesity
+ Chronic constipation
+ Hypoglycemia
-(-Chronic stomach upset
+ Tooth decay
+ Headaches
+ Chronic Candida infection
+ Intestinal gas
+ Arthritis
(This is not a complete list, but it gives you a
basis from which to raise suspicion as was
mentioned earlier.)
Food addiction is synonymous with
compulsive overeating. Compulsive overeaters
are often caught in the vicious cycle of binge
eating and depression. They often use food as a

coping mechanism to deal with their feelings.
When they binge eat, it temporarily relieves the
stress of these feelings, but unfortunately is
followed by feelings’ of guilt, shame and disgust.
Food addicts are constantly struggling with their
weight and or just plain unhappy with their
weight. This kind of disorder commonly affects a
number of obese individuals that can’t seem to
break free from the vice of excessive eating
habits.
For such individuals having one cookie is
never enough, they have to have another until the
bag is gone and then do it all over again. They
may have soda pop or some other sugary/salty
and/or high-fat laden food to give them that
comfort and that surge or high rush. The problem
is that after initial consumption of these foods it
gives the brain only a temporary fix and you crave
even more of it. Thus we live in a society with a
prevalence of widespread obesity and obesity
related illnesses.
Don’t shutter, for we are not here to label
individuals, make a diagnosis and say, ‘take two
of these and call back in the morning. ” On the
other hand, We recognize that this condition of
food addiction is nothing more than the body’s
inner cry for help from the turmoil going on
within. The body is begging you to feed it the
proper balance of nutrients and minerals to keep
good brain chemistry. When the body does not get
it, it takes what you do give it, and then becomes
confused and suddenly you have no control over it
or over your mind itself!
There is a growing body of evidence that
nutritional deficiencies, along with food allergies,
amino acid imbalances can all result from or
contribute to the cause of this addiction. So what
can be done?
1) Seek alternative professional care as
prescription drugs may exacerbate the condition.
2) Check for and eliminate biochemical
imbalances.
3) Eliminate toxins from the body regulariy.
4)
Implement
consistent nutritional
supplementation into a healthy diet.
5) Exercise frequently the body releases feel
good hormones while exerci si ng, thus food
dependency is lessened.
We are here to inform that such persons are
not alone in their struggle to overcome this type of
eating disorder/addiction. Utilizing these proven
strategies you can begin to bring the body back
into harmony and balance so that it can once again
function normally - addiction free.
Makeisha Lee is a health and nutrition
consultant. For more information about cleansing
and detoxifying your body, contact her at 614595-1425 or znck04@yahoo.com or learn more at
www.CleanseFormula.com

The Pinellas County Sheriff’s Office is a progressive,
technologically advanced agency geared to meet the needs
the areas diverse population. As a recognized leader in
w W/W providing comprehensive Law Enforcement and Corrections
programs, the more than 3300 members provide professional
rr
s
public safety and public service to our community.
,,,

Join the team!

Human Resources Division: (727) 582-6208
Website: www.pcsoweb.com (click on “Careers”)
-
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Jazz World Mourns Loss of
Max Roach
Internationally acclaimed percussionist and
composer Max Roach, a name synonymous with
“Bebop”, a pioneer in the field of jazz, America’s
only original art form... is dead at age 83! Let it be
known that the death of Max Roach is an irreparable
loss , to modem music. This tragic news has
positioned a somber cloud upon every jazz musician
congregation throughout the entire world.
Unfortunately, there’s no way to include even
one-halfof Max’s life experiences in this limited
space. With that said, here are some highlights.
Max’s mother was a gospel singer, therefore, at age
ten he began playing drums in gospel bands. This
experience had a lasting effect on Max’s musical
direction and development. Later, he studied at the
Manhattan School of Music.
Particularly at about the age eighteen and known
for his association with Charlie “Bird” Parker and
Dizzy during the early 1940’s, Max performed as
house drummer at Monroe’s Uptown House. He was
also known to participate in jam sessions there and at
the famous Minton’s Playhouse. It was while Max
was playing at Monroe’s that he was listening close to
the style of drummer Kenny Clarke and absorbing his
influence; eventually leading to his development of
the “Bebop” style
Personally, I became aware of Max from
about 1954 - 1956, while a student at Howard
University. That’s when Max began his affiliation
with trumpet sensation Clifford Brown. Most of us
students (male and female) were jazz lovers spending
hours listening to the Max Roach - Clifford Brown
Quintet, specifically the album A Study In Brown.
This album literally epitomized the style of jazz
known as “hard bop”. As a true founder of modem
jazz, Max challenged his audiences and himself by
working with more than just standard jazz
instrumentation, or in the traditional jazz venues. He
explored a wide variety of contexts, some of them
well beyond the confines of jazz.
Hearing of Max’s death, I reached out to
several local and out-of-state jazz drummers,
soliciting comments about Max Roach, jazz icon.
Here’s what they had to say: David Via, Tampa - “As
a kid in North Carolina, I purchased Max’s album

‘Drums Unlimited’ ; Listening to the album, I was in
awe. It’s an album that every drummer should own;
simple, basic music played by Max in a musical
way.” Tom Carabasi, Sarasota - ‘Max’s melodic
approach to drumming was unparalleled. I liked the
way he took his music into the political ring. He was
not afraid to use his music to comment or to address
social issues.” Patricia Dean, Sarasota - ‘Max was a
pioneer of jazz dramming during the bebop era; he
was outstanding and definitely an influence.’’ John
Jenkins, St. Petersburg - ‘T was heavily influenced by
Max’s playing. You could hear the form of the tune
in his solos, his phrasing was great, time feel was
wonderful, and I loved him with Clifford Brown.”
Joe Renda, Spring Hill - ,‘T remember listening to
Max with Brownie...he was the most creative when
he was doing his own thing with Clifford back in the
50’s. Because he was so meticulous, musicians used
to call him ‘The Professor’. I liked Elvin (Jones), but
Max did it the best.”
Bobby “Stix” Darden, Plainfield (NJ) “Sometime in the 50’s, I was playing at Olivia’s Patio
Lounge in DC with Paul Bley and Lester Young.
Max, Brownie, George Morrow, bass, Richie Powell,
piano, and Sonny Rollins on tenor were the main
group. I took some photos of the band. The
following week, we were back at Olivia’s with Sarah
Vaughn and beard that Brownie and Powell had been
killed in an automobile accident. Five years later, I
ran into Max and gave him copies of the photos. He
cried and said ‘that’s about the time Brownie died.’
Max was a great guy, a beautiful cat and master
musician who did a lot for improvisation in bebop.”
“Roach holds a significant position in the
history of jazz. His imaginative performances as a
soloist and his mature technique of improvisation,
which is based on the use of deft interaction of pitch
and timbral variety, subtleties of silence and sound,
rhythmic and metrical contrast, and a refreshingly
flexible approach to the fixed pulse, establish him as
one of the most outstanding and innovative drummers
of his time.” - - Oily WUson, from The New Grove
Dictionary of Jazz.
Remember to ‘Keep Jazz Alive” by “Supporting
Live Jazz!”

If you think there misfit be
a warrant for your arrest.,.
Reasecall

(727) 322-0664
Avoid the embarrassment of being

Request Line (727) 864-1600
Office (727) 327-WRXB (9792)

ARRESTED!

2060 1st Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
SAMUEL L, JACKSON

‘The‘Kizi'iittOlcfSclia.{
Cafe
1101 First Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

PH-(727) 821-1078

Dinner is Served! Dinner is Served! Dinner is Served!

Tilapia * Catfish * Salmon * Ribeye Steaks

Early Bird Specials 5-7 p.m.
Kizmet Weekly Schedule
WEDNESDAY - WITH “C.C” and “Kwabena Dinizulu (SPOKEN WORD POETRY)

Glass of White Zin, Chardonnay, Merlot $ 3.00

DOMESTIC BEERS $2.50
THURSDAY - KARAOKE with RICK PARKER
Great Fun Lots of Singing and Dancing
You Will Enjoy Our "LOCAL IDOLS”

FRIDAY - BEST HAPPY HOUR IN THE TAMPA BAY AREA
1/2 Price Drink Specials 5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Free Buffet -5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Live Vocalist - Ms. B From Tampa FL, 7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Great DJ Dance Mix 8:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

SATURDAY - PARTY TIME ON SATURDAY

Ms. B

Great DJ Dance Mix 8:00 p.m.- 2:00 a.m.

New Line Dance "THE CUPID SLIDE”

SUNDAY - Superior Sounds of “On Que Players”
7:30 p.m. -10:30 p.m.

NO COVER CHARGE

On Que Players
THE KIZMET PROVIDES QUALITY DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
IN AN EXCITING AND SAFE ENVIRONMENT

More services. Less money.

How cool
is that! i
Get Digital Cable, High Speed
Internet and Digita l Phone with

the Digital Combo Pius from
Bright House Networks!

Digital Cable

Digital Phone

High Speed Internet

JOSH HARTNETT

“ASTONISHING. INTELLIGENT.
■

This intricately constructed story Of fathers and sons has
a genuine resonance and reason rare tn motnes.”
■ .J--tei

■

S ■'-»

•‘A SPECIAL SUMMER SURPRISE.
Heart warming and inspiring.”

“GREAT PERFORMANCES
by Samuel L Jackson and Josh Hartnett."

TV One is the premier lifestyle and entertainment network for African-American
adults, With popular sitcoms, critically acclaimed dramas, hit movies, reality and
public affairs shows, TV One showcases and celebrates.
African-American culture. For more information on the
shows.you'li see on TV One, visitTVQneonline.com,

“A POIGNANT, WONDERFULLY
g
ACTED STORY.”
1 - Jaffrey Lyons, NBC/RER. TALK

“ONE TO SEE!”
“Engrossing, surprising,.,will restore yourfaith in the power of movies’.

POWERHOUSE FILM!”
SIXTY SECONO PREVIEW

RESURRECTIN
THE CHAM
@a»ad on a

S’®8 »■

Webbs
Easy Payment
Bail Plans
Collateral
Bi not always needed

Watch TV One locally on

826 49th St. S.
St. Pete FI. 33707

bright house

Bright House Networks
Digital Cable channel 146.

Call today!

1-866-976-EASY
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OBITUAR IES

DAVID CARTER

KATHRRTNF. shaw

Born on September 14, 1923 in

Florida

Brewster,

to

the

late

William Roosevelt and Alberta
Berry. Departed this life on August

Born on September 21, 1950
in St Petersburg, Florida to the
late Julian Sr. and Florence Cater.
Departed August 8, 2007,.

MAMIE YOUNG FORT

JAMES SULLIVAN GATLIN, JR.

. Bom on August 29, 1914 in
Earlton, Florida to the late Amos

and Charity Young.

Departed

August 7, 2007.

7„2007.

Those left to cherish her

Those
memories

left

to

include,

cherish
her

her

brother

Herbert Berry of St. Petersburg, FL,
sister-in-law Daisy Berry of St
Petersburg, FL, and a host of
nieces, nephews, cousins and her
church family.

Creal Funeral Home

Those left to cherish his
memories include,, wife Brenda
Carter of St. Petersburg, FL,
daughters
Arabeyah
Carter,
Rasheda El’amin Yamisha and
husband Kevin Wells, Belinda
Campbell and Lakeshia Seaborn,
one son John Campbell; sister
Janice Huntley (Tim);, two
brothers Julian Carter Jr. (Patricia)
of Valrico FL and Jerome Wright;
four sisters-in-law Angela (Gary),
LaSandra
(Alonzo),
Joanne
Haynes and Sheila Haynes all of
St. Petersburg. Four aunts, one
uncle, 11 grandchildren and a host
of nieces, nephews and other
relatives and friends,

include

memories

three

sons

George (Betty) Fort, Jacksonville

FI, Clarence (Yvonne), Tampa, FL,

and

Willie

(Idella)

Fort

Douglasville, GA, two daughters,
Ora

Dee

(Frank,

deceased)

Daniels, Orlando; FL and Claranell

(Carlton) Lattimore, St. Petersburg,
FL;

three

Joseph

brothers,

(Pommie) Young, Columbus, Oil,

Jessie (Faye) Edwards, Orlando,
FL and James (Dorothy) Edwards,
Camp Ville, FL; one brother-in-

law, George Fort, Gainesville, FL
and Barbara Ann Gibson, San
Diego, CA; one step son-in-law,

Carlton (Bobby) Scarlett, Daytona
Beach, FL; two goddaughters,
Arssie and Patricia Williams, .St.

Petersburg, FL; 37 grandchildren,
53 great grand’s and several great

Smith Funeral Home

great grandchildren. In addition to
those

she

numerous

was

blessed . with

nieces,

Born on July 26, 1939 to the
late James Sullivan Gatlin, Sr.
and Easter Mae Nelson Gatlin of
Tampa, FL. Departed August
14, 2007.
Those, left to cherish his
memories include wife Evelyn; 3
sons, James S Gatlin III
(Theresa) of Atlanta, GA,
Marcus Gatlin of Houston,' TX
and Brent Gatlin of Tampa, FL;
2 grandchildren, Thiria and
Miles Gatlin of Atlanta, GA;
mother Mrs. Piaster M Gatlin of
Tampa, FL; 1 brother, Robert R
Gatlin (Clarice) of Houston, TX;
4 sisters, Delores Flowers
(Ethan), Shirley Williams,
Sandra Lovelace and Marva
Floyd, all of Tampa, FL; 1 aunt,
Mrs. Lillie C Bryant and 1 uncle,
Mr. Lespy Nelson, Sr. both of

Tampa, FL; numerous cousins,
nieces, nephews and may
sorrowing friends.

nephews,

cousins, friends and well-wishers.

McRae Funeral Home

Smith Funeral Home

K

CALVARY
CATHOLIC
CEMETERY
Burial Spaces

$990
Dwayne E. Matt, L.F.D

"A Piece of Mind, at the Time of Need"

Complete Funeral
& Burial Included
$6995.00

and Immaculate and
family

Pre-need.
Interest-free
financing
available

Includes: Removal, Embalming, Family Car, Hearse, Casket, Vault,

Chapel Facilities, Burial Space with Opening & Closing,
Casket Spray, Professional Staff and On-Line Guest Book

"Service is the Soul's Highest Calling"

11801 - U.S. 19 N.
Clearwater, FL

Call: Dwayne E. Matt, L.F.D.

727-572-4355

(727) 328-0466

so SMITH cs

FUNERAL HOME & CREMATION SERVICE
------- SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987

Our Professional Caring Staff...
Affordable Services with Dignify...
Anchored in Integrity...
has established us, as a leader In the funeral industury.
Consider us first for all of your funeral Arrangements.
Standard and Premier Funeral Packages
personalized to your family needs.

“Upholding a tradition of servicefrom ourfamily to yours”
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

727-894-2266/Fax 821-8728
'<:CIS3418th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705 ;

“It’s all taken care of’
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

Creal Funeral Home

1940 7th Avenue South

St. Petersburg, Florida

(727 ) 896-2602

So that your funeral is fully funded and won’t be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today’s cost.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street
South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727)
895-6005

Serving the community since 1950
State Approved Pre-Funeral
Arrangement Plan

Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service
Robert Creal, Sr., LFD
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CHURCH
St. Mark Missionary Baptist
Church
The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church, under the leadership
of its dynamic, spirited, man of God, the Reverend Brian Kenneth
Brown, its official staff of Deacons and Trustees, and the entire
congregation of St. Mark, extend to the community at large, its
wishes that there would be an overflowing of God’s blessings upon
their lives. St. Mark is grounded in a Christ-centered doctrine that
has as its central theme, a belief that we are a haven of hope, help,
and healing for a world hungering for and thirsting after the
enlightened word of God. At St. Mark, we are Christians willing tb
work and partner in unity, praising God for His awesome gift, His
son Jesus Christ.
;
.
Upcoming for August;
August 23-27
St. Mark Road Trip to Hattiesburg,
Mississippi
August 27
PIZZA Ministry Movie Night

Sunday School is held for children and adults of all ages.'
Sunday School starts each Sunday morning at 9:30 a.m. All are
‘invited to come out and join us.
Baptist Training Union is each Sunday at 5:00 p.m. Members
and the general public are invited to come out and study the Bible
with us and learn “What Baptists Believe”.
Children and Youth Ministry meetings are held every Monday
at 6:00 p.m. Children in the community are welcomed to join us.
Sunday School Teachers’ meeting is held every Tuesday at 7:00
p.m.
Senior Hour of Power Bible Study is held every Thursday at
9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study every Thursday evening at
7:00 p.m.
St. Mark Tutoring Ministry: Closed until start of 2007-2008
School Year.
St. Mark Technology Lab: The St. Mark Computer Lab will be
open and available for use on Tuesday evenings from 5:30 pm. to
7:30'p.m. The lab is available for St. Mark members as well for
members of the community. We invite you to come learn basic
information about how to use a computer, and Word or Excel
software for letters, reports or projects. Volunteers are needed who
can assist with questions about Microsoft applications, internet and
email during lab hours.
.

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist
Church
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church under the leadership of our
soldier of the cross, and drum major for justice, Dr Rickey L.
Houston extend an invitation to the community to join us as we
communicate Gods’ Word at 10:00 am worship service on Sunday,
Sunday School at 9:00 am and Bible Study and Teen Summit on
Wednesday evening, at 7:00 pm. We also encourage the community
to make use of our Prayer Line. (321-9645)

NEWS

New Philadelphia Community
Church
"Sacred Sanctified Solidarity vs. Satanic Spiritual Steroids"

The church family of New Philadelphia welcomes
appreciatively the supernatural loVe of God. Through His divine
intervention, the unction felt from Holy Spirit's power is resulting
in a sacred sanctified solidarity among some members of God's
family. Rather than give in to society's use of satanic spiritual
steroids, these members have been jointly inspired to hold fast to
faith in God.
Congratulatory commehdations are extended to members of
church's CDC and chairminister of finance ministry, James
Robinson, for sacredly responding to tasks associated with future
edifice construction. The entire church family present on Sunday
gave solemn support to persons who will be working together in
performing these tasks Appreciation and thanksgiving to God was
so evident in the spiritual felicity emanating from everyone
present. Praise God from whom all blessings flow!
For ensuing weeks, CDC of New Philadelphia will be
diligently working to prepare and finalize all phases of planning
associated with pre-edifice construction deadlines. Church family
will utilize onsite expertise of members, and seek God's guidance
in getting outside help as needed. The prayer ministry of church is
requested to continue praying for ongoing heavenly intervention
into church's future edifice construction plans.
Some members will accompany Pastor to Athens, Georgia for
a weekend of fellowship and proclamation. Pastor Washington of
New Grove Missionary Baptist Church will welcome New
Philadelphia as guest church for its "Family and Friends Weekend"
celebration. Departure, arrival, and return times will be given to
members making the trip. All persons going should contact Pastor
for exact itinerary and living arrangements in Athens.

Glad Tidings
Assembly Of God

“Free Prayer Breakfast”
Matters of the Heart Connecting Point Ministry

will host a “Free Prayer Breakfast” on

The Prayer Ministry, the host for our 104th Church
Anniversary, has given us exciting, and exhilarating events for this
grand celebration. Continue in the spirit with us and celebrate 104
years of praising and lifting His name.
Upcoming Events:
'
September
1
Anniversary Breakfast
9:00 am
Guest Speaker: Reverend Timothy Lancaster, Pastor
Greater Grand Central MBC

15

23

Anniversary Banquet
6:00 pm
Guest Speaker: Reverend William Mark Greene,
Pastor Traveler ’s Rest MBC

104th Anniversary Proper
10:00 am
Guest Preacher: Reverend Michael Thurman, Pastor
Dexter Avenue King Memorial Baptist Church
Montgomery, Alabama

Unity Temple of Truth
Unity World Day of Prayer, Sept. 13
On Thursday, Sept. 13, 2007, hundreds of thousands of people
across the globe will join Silent Unity, an international and
transdenominational prayer ministry, and Unity churches around the
world in a sacred partnership of prayer for the 14th annual Unity
World Day of Prayer. The theme this year will be World Peace.
The unity World Day of Prayer is open to people of all faiths. Its
purpose is to unite as many people as possible in prayer for one
another. Each year millions of names that have been submitted are
read aloud and prayed for as part of the annual event. Unity believes
World Day of Prayer is an opportunity to transform the world
through prayer.
This year the special prayer to affirm world peace is: We are
reacemakers, one in the love of God. With hearts united, we
establish harmony and peace in our lives and in the world.
The Unity churches of St. Petersburg, Florida, will have its 3rd
annual World Day of Prayer service at North Straub Park, 5th
Avenue North & Beach Drive, St. Petersburg, Florida, the service
starts at 6:30 p.m. and continues to 7:30 p.m. All are welcome to
assist in demonstrating the full “Power of Prayer” to bring about
world and personal peace.
“The Unity World Day of Prayer is a day filled with energy of
rrayer,” said Rev. Prentiss John Davis. “Praying together—centered
in God—we open our minds and hearts to the unconditional love of
God that heals, inspires, guides and strengthens us?’
To learn more about World Day of Prayer, download World Day
of Prayer materials in English or Spanish, submit prayer lists, and/or
listen to an audio meditation at www.worlddayofprayer.org. For
Spanish-language versions visit www.diadeoracionmundial.org. You
can also join World Day of Prayer services via live streaming video
on the internet at www.worlddayofprayer.org.
Unity, based at Unity Village, Missouri, near Kansas City, held
its first World Day of Prayer in 1994, Over the years, thousands of
people have participated as prayer partners.
Unity was founded in 1889 and helps people of all faiths apply
positive spiritual principles in their daily lives. It can be found on the
Internet at www.unityonlme.org.
Unity publishes Daily Word, a monthly magazine of
inspirational messages is distributed to about one million people in
180 countries. Unity’s transdenominational prayer ministry, Silent
Unity, maintains a 24-hour prayer vigil every day of the year and
receives two million letters, telephone calls and internet requests for
prayer annually. Anyone in need of prayer support may call (800)
NOW-PRAY (669-7729). Prayer support is also available on line at
www.silentunity.org.

Saturday, August 25, 2007
From 9:00 a,m. to 11:00 a.m. at

Glad Tidings Assembly of God,
420017th Ave. N., St. Petersburg, FL 33713.

Bethel A.M.E. Church

Denise at 813-368-2991.

Historic Bethel A.M.E. Church located at 912 3rd Avenue North,
St. Petersburg, FL (temporarily worshiping at Albright United
Methodist Church, 2750 5th Avenue North) under the pastorage of
Rev. Jimmie B. Keel invites the local church community and those
seeking a church home to join us as we come together to worship in
song and in praise; glorifying our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.

New Mount Olive Primitive
Baptist Church

Bethel A.M.E. Church shares in the mission of the African
Methodist Episcopal church in ministering to the spiritual,
intellectual, physical, emotional, and environmental needs of all
people by spreading Christ’s liberating gospel through word and
deed.

Everyone is invited to attend, fellowship, and let’s
have a heart-to-heart connection and delicious

The TLC Ministry (Tender Loving Care) wishes to open its
arms to the seniors in the community. They meet every Monday and
Thursday, from 10:00 am - 12:00 noon. The intent of the ministry
is to bring individuals 55 and up together to fellowship, receive
applicable information, enjoy social excursions, bible study, and
many more things to enhance their leisure time. They are involved
in a session on finances, and the Pinellas County Health
Department provides them with important health care information,
including an exercise program. They will be hosting a Health Fair,
sponsored by the Pinellas Heath Department on Monday,
September 27, 2007 at 10:00 am. Transportation is provided for
those persons with a need. Call 327-0554 for pick-up.

breakfast. For additional info on the event call

New Mount Olive Primitive Baptist Church invites everyone
to Worship with us as we continue our journey to our 100th church
anniversary.

We are expecting a glorious time in the Lord as we celebrate
“Old Fashion Day” on Sunday, August 26th. This service will
convene at 11:00 a.m. Our Spirit-filled Mother’s Ministry will
bring our devotional service, our Male Chorus will render the song
service and Elder Vernon J. Donaldson, pastor of St. Mary’s
Primitive Baptist Church of Haines City FL will bring the sermon.
We will wear “old fashion” attire and serve an “old fashion”
dinner on the church grounds after service.
On Friday night, September 14th at 7:30 p.m., we will have a
Candle Light Memorial Service commemorating the lives of our
members who have gone on to be with the Lord. Our guest pastor
and congregation will be Elder Theodis Lane and New Salem
Primitive Baptist Church, Tampa EL.
On Sunday, September 16th at 11:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., we
will rejoice in our 100 year church anniversary service. Our guest
pastors will be Elder Clarence L. Warren, pastor of Mt. Zion
Primitive Baptist Church, St. Petersburg FL at 11:00 a.m. and
Elder Ernest Ferrell , pastor of St. Mary Primitive Baptist Church,
Tallahassee FL and President of the National Primitive Baptist
Convention, USA, Inc. at 4:00 p.m.

On Sunday, August 26, 2007 at 7:30A.M. the local Lay
Organization will celebrate it’s 4th Annual “Women of Purpose”
program. Sisters Keisha Latimore, LaShawn Moore, Renae Oliver
and Odessa Banks will be the dynamic speakers who will tell of
their journeys on the roads traveled in their daily walk with God. The
melodious voices of Bethel’s Male Chorus will add to the services
by providing the music and songs of praise. The Lay Organization
invites the church community to come and join us in our hour of
power. Please plan to attend. Bethel’s local Lay Organization is
under the leadership of Sis. Patricia Wright.

The doors of Bethel hang on the hinges of WELCOME and YOU
are always welcome in God’s House. Again, if you are-without a
church home, we invite you to come and share the blessings of the
Lord with the Bethel family.
Information on these and other church ministries can be obtained
by contacting the Church Office, M-F, 10:00A-4:00P at (727) 3238546 or emailing us at BetheI1894@knology.net
v “I will bless the Lord at all times, HIS praise shall continually
be in my mouth”.

We cordially invite you to corrie and fellowship with us as we
lift up the name of Jesus.

YOUR CHURCH
NEWS GOES
HERE!
A
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In Memory Of Keturah Creal
(

The Funeral Director's Wife

I press my husband's funeral pants And listen to his raves and rants;
I know that onions he must not eat
When there are people he has to meet.

I’m not merely the Funeral Director's wife,
.
.
Sometimes I think I've a double life
I'm in the background of every scene; as life goes on it becomes routine.
■' Now let me tell you what all I do I
In my small role in the funeral home crew.

Keturah Creal

I'Ve been all dressed from shoes to hat, then hour by hour I've simply sat.
Out of the window vacation plans fly,
For that's the time "big people die."

I'm attendant maid and keep the books,
Secretary, driver, and the best of cooks.
I'm on committees and never excused; no matter the job I just can't refuse.
I go to all clubs and the minutes I type,
And listen to people with fearsome gripes.
I wait my meals 'til the spuds are soggy, Or rush my cooking until I'm groggy.

I've loaned out china and vases rare, linens and pillows and the easy chair,
Candlesticks, silver and the chandelier,
y
Even grandma's’old bustle, if I'd had it there.
*
• •J •
.
But thinking it over, it's quite a position
To live, help and act with the local mortician
So when you're bored with your kind of life
Just try being a funeral director's wife.
Unknown

I've taken in calls on the phone by the score
Arid have written obituaries and notices galore.
I play the piano; I sing, a high "C." I'm always available without a fee.
I wait on tables and teach the Church school;
. I'm active in everything as a general rule.
When townsfolk get sick I cannot send
A get well card to an ailing, friend,
For while they have breath of life
They think of me as the undertakers wife!

955 20th Street South •

Remembering you with Love,
Robert, Bobby, Jennifer, Alona & Carlee
and
'
The Creal.Funeral Home Family

St Petersburg, FL 33712

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church

(727) 894-4311

912 3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Email: mzpnibc@gte.net

(727)822-2089

Website: www.mzprogressive.org

Bethel1894@knology.net

Worship Services...................... ...7:45 a.m. & 10:00 ».m.

Breakfast Ministry.......... ........Sunday 8:00 a.m.

Sunday School...... . i.^9:00 a.m.

Church School .................. . ......... ............9:00 a.m.

Prayer Service (Wed)................. .......................... 6:00 p.m.

Morning Worship .. . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . . . ..10:30 a.m.

Bible Study (Wed).............. ..........................6:30 p.m.

Bible Study...... ............ ......Tuesday 7:00 p.m.

Mon & Wed 5:30 p.m.

Youth Church

Mission Statement:

Reverend & Mrs.
Jimmie B. Keel

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ,

“There’s A Place For

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Church”

YOU in the AME

Sunday

’ Wntws !n The Promised Vision
af • w

1 0:45 'a.m.

3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Feed The: Homeless

(727) 327-1373

^iwndamtygrvest
Wo r s h I p C e n t $ t

Early Morning Worship ..... .. ............................ .... .. .. .7:30 a.m.

2:00 p.m.

Wednesday
Bible Study

Sunday School ................. ......... .... ............. ..... ......... .. .9:30 a.m.

7:00 p.m.

4682 40th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 3371 4

Morning Worship ................. ......... .............. .. ........... .. .11:00 a.m.

Log on:
www.travelwiththechurch.com

(727) 374-1864

Pastor Maceo and
Tamika McGriff

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting .... .7:00 p.m.

(to book your travel engagements)

www.abundant-harvest.org

Friday Prayer Meeting................. ............................ .. .11:00 a.m.
Rev. Norris L.
Martin, Sr. - Pastor

‘

Morning Worship

'Walking In The Promised Vision

“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

p————
Saint;

Primitive

John

Baptist

Church
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor

Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater,' FL 33755
Mailing, address: RO. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
ChurchPhone: (727) 443-1861 - Fax: <727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

iTew aCi Olive 'Primitive Baptist fLAurcA
K&■ iVittu/iar ^espte,

Scheduled Services:
Early Morning
8:00 a m.
Church School
9:45 a,m.

Petferm "Sin 'Purpose”

Mid-Morning
11:00 a.m.
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study

3001 18th Avenue South * Saint Petersburg, Florida 33712
Phone:(727)327-9904 « Fax:(727)322-0409

I

7:00 p.m.

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Church School - 9:30 AM » Morning Worship - 11:00 AM
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & Bible Study - 7:00PM

z _i Lid

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Victory Christian Center Church
3012 18th Avenue South
St Petersburg, Fla. 33712

Elder Benjamin
Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

,

Greater St. Paul Missionary Baptist
Church

(727) 321-0911

ul

■

iCfJah nnd hsippifisiSiJ.

-

532-33rd Street South • St. Petersburg, FL

www.victorychristiancenterchurch.org
Sunday School ..............................

Schedule of Services

Morning Worship...........................

Sunday Worship*

9:30a.m.

11:00a.m.

6 p.m.

Evening Worship ........................

10:30 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .................... ..

Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.

TUesday Night

Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.

Claude S. Williams,
(except Wednesdays)
Pastor
Victory Christian Center is a Word of faith Church. For more information about the

5 p.m.

General Bible Study

Rev. Clyde
Williams

Thursday Night Prayer Meeting & Teachers Meeting

V\£ welcome you at ail times

other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911

*Nursery and Youth Services Available

First Baptist Institutional
Church

oin Us

Ebenezer-New Testament
ChurcJ) of God

4016 - 12th Avenue South

“Winning Souls and Making Dbiciple',”
3931 central Avaa», at, fefceKBbarg Siamda 33713
•(727) ’321-898!-

P®enezerr^Bogeyahoo. ceSm
Sunday School Enrichment

9: IO am

Sunday Service

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

Monday-Corporate Prayer

Wednesday-Corporate Prayer
6:OOam

11:00 a.ra.

A

“Learn To Take DOMINION Over Your Life”

Early punday Sarvicagt petersburg, FL 33711

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Dominion Worship Center Ministries

10:00

6:00

__________

.

www. eben@s5?erntcog. ora: /

'

' lEigraB
vfwP
'

SUNDAY S

Sunday Schoo^
Divine Worships
Evening Servfee<

510:00 a.m.
111:15 a.m.
| 6:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY.

School of Leaders '

< 7:00 p.m.
b

FRIDAY

Youth Nite

'

Rev. Wayne g: ;
Thompson, pastor

Bishop Albert E Weaver & Lady
Tonya Weaver

7:00 p.m.
SATURDAY

Harvest Crusade

Pastors:
Bishop Ed Nelson &
Rev. Sharon Nelson

7:00 p.m.

*
A

f
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321 -6631 • www.stmarkch.org

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship Service

10:00 a.m.

. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................................ .... 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................... .5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday) 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday)
7:00 p.m.

Rev. Rickey L. Houston
Pastor

‘God’s House In The City’
Pentecostal

Tewle Church
in Christ

E. Anderson,

“Creating a Haven of Hope, Help, and Healing for Christ'

10th Street Church Of God

Friendship

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Missionary Baptist Church

(727) 894-6764 • (727) 865-1520

3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL "33712
(727) 906-8300
www.fmbctheship.org

Morning Glory

Elder William

of God

9:00 a.m:

Sunday

Sunday School

9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Sunday................ 7:45 A.M. and 11 A.M. Worship

Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Sunday School.................... .................... 9:30 A.M.

Intercessory Prayer

Saturday

5:45 a.m.

Wednesday..............Noonday Bible Study and

Pastor

Office (727) 895-4900 ♦ Fax (727) 895-4990
.

Sunday School...'...'....,......,....................... ............9:30a.m.

"Serving and Saving

Wednesday Evening Prayer................................ 6:30p.m.

"Praying and
Praising"

Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed every first Sunday

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

The church where what God’s word teaches is practiced!

Elder Clarence Dfelch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

820 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
Home: 896-8006

Services

The Rock

Queen Street
Church Of God In Christ
1732 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

of

Sunday School -10:30 a.m.

Sunday

A. M. Service -11:30 a.m.
YPWW (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 5:30 pan.

P.M. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday)-6:30 p.m.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 p.m.
Morning Prayer - 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.

Thesday

Prayer Service - 7:30 p.m,

Wednesday

Thursday

Bible Study (for all ages) - 7:30 p.m.

Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

Church School:
,9:1,5 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Devotion:
1O:QO a.m. — 10:20 a.m.
Praise and Worship: 10:20 a.m.:--- 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: , lj6F3O a.m.
Bible Study each Tuesday: .6:30 p.m.
Vhn service is available by calling:

(727) 896-4356

(727) 327-0015

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. -Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

Wednesday Night Bible Study ...:...i.........7:30 p.m.

Christ

Smith
Sunday Morning Bible Class
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible class
7:00 p.m.

Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

Prayer Tower Church of God in
Christ

Bro. Robert

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m.

Morning Worship............... .......

. "Helping and
Hea ling"

Street

Church Of

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor

Thursday..................... 7 P.M. Youth Enrichment

20th

Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

"Inspiring and
Instructing"

Bread of Life; 7 P.M. Prayer and Bible Study

Macedonia Freewill
Baptist Church

207 - 10th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 898-9407

Prayer & Bible Study

"A church working togetherjQfrfhe upbuilding of God's king-

Rev. Brian K. Brown

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS I.OCATED AT:
3940 _ 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg^ Florida

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Telephone: 727-327-0015 - Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: JVlouday thru Thursday
9:00 a.m. — 5:00 p.m. f

YPWW First and Third Sunday of each month after Morning Service

New Philadelphia Community Church
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
P.0. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

'

Wisdom School 9:50 A.M.
Morning Worship 10:30 A.M.

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 896-5228
www.spreadinghopeonline.org
Sunday Services:

Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 P.M. (Wed.)

Church School . ...... 9:00 a.m.
Praise & Worship Service 10:30 a.m.

THE

NEW

DELIVERANCE
3 9 0 0

ST.

PHONE:

DAY

LATTER

MINISTRIES, INC.

5th AVENUE

NORTH

PETERSBURG,

FL

(727)642-9839

WORSHIP SERVICES:
TUESDAY NIGHT @ 7:30 p.m. - BIBLE STUDY

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin ......................................................... Associate Pastor

Wednesday Services:

Finance Ministry ............. .. .......................................... ............. ..

James Robinson

Midweek P.U. S.H.

Children & Youth Ministry ........................................... ............ ..

Joyce Robinson

(Prayer Meeting/Bible Study)7:00 p.m.

Clerk Ministry . ....................... .............................................................. . • Wyvonnia McGee

“One Body, One Spirit, One Hope”

“A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People”

The Old Landmark Cathedral
Church Of God In Christ
Superintendent Mitchell L Bryant, Pastor
4201 - 6th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727/898-8616 • Fax: 727/502-3843

“Grace and Peace Be Unto You from the Old
Landmark Church Family”
v

a^vic.
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Supt. MltchallL. Bryant
and Lady Danita B. Bryant

Wednesday Night Bible Study - 7:30 p.m

Noon Day Prayer - Daily at 12 noon

' “A Church of Ordinary People Serving an Extraordinary God!”

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurchl@tampabay.ir.com
Websije: www.greatermtzioname.org

Early Morning Worship..............................
7:30a.m.
Sunday School.............................................................. 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship........................................................11:00a.m.
Monday - Bible study................................................. 6:00p.m.
Wednesday Vintage Bible Study..... 11:00 a.m. -12 noon
Prayer Service........................................
6:00p.m.
Mid-Week Service.... ...................... ■:■■■■■■■■....... 7:00 p.m.
All Male Bible Study, Thursday........................ 6:30 p.m.
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 a.m.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart of the city

FRIDAY NIGHT @ 7:30 p.m. - PRAISE & WORSHIP
SUNDAY SCHOOL @ 10:00 a.m.

SUNDAY WORSHIP CELEBRATION @ 11:30 a.m.

B8
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The Florida Black Mr 01 Comnerce

Friday, August 24th
from 6 pm till midnight

in conjunction with

mm

........file National Black Tourism Bureauannounces

...... —

■THE FLORIDA PLAN OF CULTURAL HERITAGE,

St. Augustine’s Episcopal
Church zg a
*

TOURISM AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT’

CULTURE - COMMERCE - COMMUNITY

Celebrates

Program Features

• Virtual Visitor Information Centers
(Pensacola, Tallahassee, Panama City, Jacksonville, Tampa, Orlando,Miami)

Cultoal/Heritage Viator Guides & Brochures Development
• Technical & Funding Assistance
• National Marketing Program
for more information visit:

St. Petersburg Country Club
$40 Donation Requested
For Tickets Call 866-2818

“The Honda Plan
www.nxtbook.com/nxtbooks/questex/floridaplan07
The Florida State Black Tourism Center

Florida Black Chamber of Commerce

www.floridablacbosrisii.coin

www.floridabcc.com

6"
T-Bone or Porterhouse Steaks
Publix Premium CertifiedI Beef, USDA Choice, Beef
Loin, Any Size Package
I
too LB
',r
,
SAVE UP TO 4.00

White or Red
Seedless Grapes.........

1.29.

The Natural Snack, Fresh From California
(Organic White, Red, or Blade Seedless Grapes ... lb 1.99)

SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICE

QQQQQ

Multigrain
H . Breaa.

2.09

Excellent Source of Whole Grains, Handmade Throughout
the Day, From the Publix Bakery, 16-oz loaf

SAVE UP TO .50

Boar's Head®
Ovengold
Breast of Turkey........... 7.79.
Sliced Fresh in the Publix Deli
SAVE UP TO .50 LB

Large
White Shrimp....
Farm-Raised,

Previously Frozen,
31 to 35 per Pound
SAVE UP TO 3.00 LB

Publix Deli proudly features
a full line of Boar's Head* products.

Publix
WHERE

S H O F P I N 6

* S

A

PLEASURE

499.

TortiflaChips............

M&EE

100% White Com Restaurant Style
or Scoops! Family Size or
Bite Size White Com Super Size,
15,5 or 19-oz bag (Limit two deals
on selected advertised varieties.)
SAVE UP TO 4,49

■g

18-Pack
Bud Light Beer.

1199

Or Budweiseror
Budwetser Select,
12-oz canorbot. t
SAV6 UP TO 1.00

ss

Prices effective Thursday, August 23 through Wednesday, August 29,2007.
Only in the Following Counties Sumter, Pasco, Lake, Hernando, Citrus, Ppk and Osceola
, •
Prices not effective at Publix Sabor. Quantity Rights Reserved.
www.publix.com/ads

